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1. PERSONALS

3. SERVICES

ACCU.R/!'f~ INFORMATION ABOUT conKINKO'S TYPING SEI!VlCil(IBM S~lectric) and
trQcepuon, _.,tcrJIJT.ntioo, 4lborlio_n. Rlsht CcrCJiuow.--. now 3 Jllfrl_!lte Pf'!iSp<Jr.t Photos. NQ appointment.
294-0171.
04/27
PRP.GNANCY T.ESTING AND counseling. Phone
247-9819.
1)4/27
PASSPORT and JDIJNTIFICATION PHOTOS. J
ror $3.7,11 l.owest prices lo toW,nl Fasl; p)eas)1!gt
ncnr UNM. Call 265-~44 or come 10 1717 Girard
lllvd. NE.
04127
CONTACTS7?1 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Opticnl Company. 26.5·8846.
04/27
~UMMgR FILM PRODUCTION Workshop: If.

y<m urc ·seriP!IS about learning film production,_ ttl is
private ulumds-on" workshop emphasizes access to
and lnstruclion with proFessional 16mm eq~ipmcnt
to pholograph und edit your own shon film. Gary
Doberman: 266-0863 afternoons/evenings,
·os/07
PEHRY~s PIZZA: /llu.slice of pcpp~roni pizza,
s~lad nnd sm~U soda for $1.25. N2utwo slices of

~68·8515, We do keys.

.
.
tf/n
QA TYPING S.ERVICE. A complete typing and
edilorial syucm. Technical, g~neral, legal, _medical,
scholasllc. Charts 8< tables. 345·2125.
05107
GUITAR L.!lSSONS: ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
litudlo. 265·3315.
lf/n
0ARDENIN07 START EASY, custom rototilling
by appoit•t ment. Tim's Tilling. 268-651Q.
04/21
TYPING ALL PHASES .collese work, accurate,
rell!!ORitb)e, f!l~t. 344-5446.
04/27
COCHITI MOTORS. WE'L~ fix or buy your
vel1iclo. 6804 Cochili Sll. 268.4071.
04/21
A.T,S. WANTS YOU to take you to court! Tennis
special eight lesspns·$2S,OO evenings: avail~ble.
Instruction from pr9fCS!!ionaJs of nati(nl~l
Prominence, call: Ian Phillips 292-2298.
04/21

w

PUICK 62. N~W br•kes, tire, hearer..rellable8
__• _ _
wheels, Call Noelle256·1035. S350.
04/26
NEW WATERDilD. $10?.9~ buys You !) dark
wal.nuHtalned noor fram,, 2) saf~y liner, ~) fin~st
lap seam maures.s, any sile whh. three year
g11arantee. Water Trips, 3407 Central NE.
!)4/27
NllED. QUICK CASH? Sell .
.
SouthwesJ, U~M~~ new ans!Jile'fary
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OFF
Regular Price
With Student ID

l9l0·~$!: 3N !li'IIWOAM Sl~

loses an
hour Sunday when
daylight savings time
goes into effect. Set
your 'watches ahead
one hour.

· '·"

DAILY
Friday~

April27, 1979

l::I3.LN30
X01:13X AdOO OldVl::l

i!
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Saturday~

April 28, 9. am
Airport Marina Hotel

Make reservation at GSA Office

4. HOUSING
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RENEWAL DEADLINE

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Residence Hall Students· Are
· Reminded To Complete And
Submit Their Residence Hall Room
And Board Renewal Materials
By: 4:00pm

MAY5

Submit Forms To:
Housing qollections & Rese_rvations

TODAV'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

....

'-~---.

t ,' \

GSA Council Meeting

pcpp~;roni pizza, .~al!l~ ilOd medium soda (or .$1.90.
2004 Central SE, (Across from UNMJ.
04/26
For Sdcnce fiction you can't rind clscwhcrcj FULL
CIRCLE !lOOKS, m Harvard SE, 10·6 M·F, lZ·~
Sat.
04127
CASH paid for ~sed women's clothln~--current
Slylcs, 2123 San Mateo NE. (Behind RAG SHOP).
Tues. thru Sat. !Oam-lpm. 268-2823.
04/27
PHI ALPHA THETA MeelinB and cleclions~
H!stor)' LOIIngc, Mesq Vl.5tn Hall, AprU 27,
3:30pm.
041.27
MICROSCOPE! WANTED QY freshman al UNM
Mcd School. Prefer high eye-poirJt ocular$. ~68.5888 or 296·4006.
05/07
NON-SMOKEKS CLUQ! 897-0131.
05/01
1978 FIAT SPIDER convertible. Many ex:uas,
MOM, I'D RATHER sell pencil$ pn sircct corners.·Dcb.
04/27
THE CITADEL.. SUPERB locarlon near UNM & 16,000
t 975 YAMAHA
street bike. Good·05/07
con·
miles. S6500.350CC
256-0865.
downtown. 0Qod bus service every 30 mint~tes. l dition. s5oo.oo. Calll4S.0546 afl~r 6:00pm. OS/07
SUSAN: IF YOU still want to tlrlve to Mliryland,
bedroom or efficiency, 5185-$230, All ulilities paid, SPECIA~TY CAKES! FEATURING Cookie
call me tQnight nf(cr ?p.m. Dave.
04/26
'Deluxe. kitchell With dbhwasher & disposal,
ROilERT, ~llSLIE, BRUCE, ELLEN, ANN: Yo11
re~ealion room, swirnming pool. TV room & Monster, Mickey Mo~se, Pipk Panther, Bat·Man,
did a srent job nnd deserve all the pra,isc you will
laundry, Ad\ilt temple>!, no pels. 15_20 University Superman, and graduali!ln cakes. Reasonably
probably nut get. AI any rate, I thank you for your
NE, 243·2494.
04/27 - priced, For more information C!lll 268·82!50
untiring(?) effort and all the lia~rlfkc involved in·
anytime,
05/07
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment,
pulling nut c.sw ... Gayle.
04126
one block to UNM, $200. Varsity Hpu!ie, 141 fOR SALE: IS speed and Technics ~urmable. 277·
272: A RllVIIlW of UNM Creative Writing, $.25
Columbia SE, 268.0525.
04/27 4881.
05/02
em sure today on the mall.
04/27
HOUSE
ACROSS
FROM
UNM,
)bdr.,
3
baths,
THE MALL BOOJ<SELLE~S have a SIOrel Blr·
study, Oreplace, l740sq,ft. $67,500, Ph.2!55-7964.
dsong nooks. Allcrnntivc Community Cemcr,
(Jirnrd & Ccmrol. Used poperbo.cks~ hardbacks,
=.,...,.=...,.,=:::--::---;-:-....,..,,---,-:04127
NOB HII.L MOTEL, Reasonable daily and weekly SUM~ER ·JOBS, NOW! World cruisers! Plca§ure
children's books.
05/07
boatsl No experience! Good pay! Carribean,
ra1cs. 37!2 Central SE near UNM. Phone 255-3112.
NEED OFFICE ON or room nl'nr UNM for
Hawaii~ Worldl Send $3.95 for application and
04127
di~~cttmlon work during day. 81J7~061ti, 5:00. 04/26
direct referrals to .SEA WORLD DZ, Box 60129,
ROOMMATE
MALE/FilMALE,
share
1wo
A1TENTION MEN and WOMENIJ Professional
Sacramento, CA 95860.
04/27
bedroom house J Yi l>locks from UNM, $110 plus
hulrcuts only $6.00 from California Concepts:,
JOBS! LAKE TAHOE, Calif!. fantastic !ips!
utllllie>.
Ernest.
842·9879,
04/26
Eubnuk and Loma!i. Mun. Apr.)O. Dcncfit Amigos
$1 1700·$4,000 S\Jmmer! Thousands still needed.
ROOMMATE WANTED, SHARE Jbdr. home I
de Lns Americas,
04/27
Casinos, Restaurants, Ranches, Cruisersr Send
mile
frQm
UNM. quiet, non-smoker. $135/ptonth t
THINK AIJOUT THE Peace Corps. 277-~907.04127
!tl Utilities·, Jon, 266-9509.
04/26 S3.9S for application/Info. 10 LAKEWORLD OZ,
Box 60129, Sacto., CA 95860.
04/27
NANCY, UAPPY 25TH -Dirthday, from your
ROOM FOR RENT on campus. Utilities paid.
S..:ru,g!i. I.OH', Steve.
04/26
OVERSEAS
JOBS
•
SUMMER/year
round.
Parkin~, kitthr:n privih;~ges. Women only. $130.
EuroPe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields,
!WLI'! NEED HELP for Math finals1 Tutoring for
256·9373.
04/27
SS00·$1,200 monthly. E;~~;pen:o;c:s p11id. Sightseeing,
Math 010, 020, 120 is being offered at $4/hr. 883·
CAMPUS PARGAIN, SPOTLESS I bedroom, Free inro· • write: IJC, Box 52-NB, Corona Del
44]) M·F 8·S, 296·1645 weekends.
04127
modern furnishings, quiet privacy, SSS. 262~17!51,
Mar, CA 9262~.
04/27
ARE YOU REACHING nul for help1 AOORA..
ValleY Renlnls, $35 fee.
04/27
PART~TIME JOB: Sales. flexible hours, good pay,
.,omconc- 10 reach out to. Call or come by, NW
2nd Floor, La Posada.
ROOMMATE WANTED .. SUMMER tcrm-M or
Possible full·time during summer. Call: Phir
Corn.:r of Mcsu Vio;tn Hall, 177-3013, 24 hours.
• F, Sl25/mo., Downtown. ~7-9280, Mark. 04/27
Franczyk, CLU. 883·5360.
04/27 ~llli;l1~~~~~ill!!!!mM!tl!lfi.lli'l.ii-iii!F.O-~~"'~~~;:·~I~!Ollil-t>:;liill&l!ltmt~lml!~~~~:;:lll~ilJ
04126
CUSTOMIZED 3 DEOROOM1 ·AIR, new pains.
LOVE OOATS WANT Youf Exciting careers or
"RUN !'OR A CI11LD" at 8:00am, Sun. April 29
panelling, lois of storage, S'I7S. 262-17!51, Valley
summer jobs, worldwide travel. For details rush
at Kh Cnrson Park.
04127
Rentals. $35 fee,
04/27 $1.00:
Crulscships lnlc:rnational, Box 530188,
ASTROI.Ot1Y <:HARTS BY professional. In-depth , WANTED. FURNISHED HOUSEl and/or aparMiami Shores, Fla. 331!53.
04127
p'i)'Chologiclll. vocational, medical analysis, Also
tment listings for summer employees (college
WE.'RE LOOKING FOR mature college students,
hnrtllieope'i for couples. 266·6314.
OSIOZ
professors and graduate students) who will be
single or married, who would ~njoy a summer of
DfNTAL. IIYOIENISTS NOT only clean tcctlt ..
arriving during_ May and June and leaving in
selling at any of Bowlin's Trading Posts in New· •
they wash carst Silt. April 28th 10·5, Chevron
August to early September. Please: call 264·1559,
. ... .• .
Mexico. Living quarters are available at srore
Suuion Wyoming&Mcnnul.
04127
Sandia Laboratories.
04/27
locations. Jobs available as early as May 12 and as
FINELY FURNISHED 2 BllDROOM. ncar buses,
tate tis June lOih. Please _contact' David Ra:ybourd,
ACROSS·
Burro
UNITED Feature Syndicate
shopping. priv;Ue yard, $100. 262-1751 1 Valley ~66·5985.
OS/07
Rentah SlS fee.
04127
1
Packs
down
57
Spigot
Wednesday's
Puzzle Solved:
HOMEWORKERS WANTED .• 5600 per IOQO
YASfliCA IJSGX STOLEN, if fouttd please toturo
FEMALE roomtliate wanted to share aparlment
59 Seraglio
6
mailing circulars. Guaranleed earnings! Write:
Nimble
10 J24 Marron Hall. No questions asked.
lf/n
near UNM. STUDENT PLEASE. $100/mnth. ~3·
MYRIAD, Box 1893S, Denton, TX. 7620!. 04/26
61 Dead
10 Measles,
LOST: lli.ACK LEGAL Notebook in SUU, 3/21.
340!.
05102
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Pea<e Corps. 277-5907,
e.g.
64
Movie
Call 277·5656 a.m. Onyle.
tf/n
FEMALE TO SHARE! two bedroom hou", $100.00
04127
14 Deft
67 Epic
FOUND: SILVER BRACELET, 5CI of keys,
plu< utilities. Call242-7586 after 6:00pm.
04127 FUN-LOVING, likes working with Children, likes
15 Ripener
68 Methodical
C'hine\e- textbook, Biology Lib Ta:lmique Research
LEA VlNG FOR THE summer? Need honest,
belngin ....outdoors. YWCA DAY (;AMP, Ma'nzano •
nolcbook, wool scarf, bookbag, lined nolebook.
16 Can. prov.
70 PopeMtns, hiring for summer programs. Men. women,
rcllablc:, well-recommended person to ·housesit? Call
Identify and claim in Biology main office.
tfn
camp counselors, recrealion leaders. Arts/CrafiS,
OS/07
T.J. 277-4280.
17 North Ameri- 71 Therefore
ALCARIO LOVATO: YOUR I.D,/Pass is in
spans, ouidoor living skill_s specia11sis. Call 247~
can flower: 72 Jagged
Marron Hall Room lOS. Come by a_nd c:1aim.
lfn
884!.
. 05/07
2 words
73 Biblical
URGENT: LOST BRIEFCASE, Matter of passing
DELIVIlRY PERSON.. MUST have own oar. Neat .
19 European
weed
or failing_, Samsonite orange about five lnc:hc&
appearance. Apply at Cartafo's 'Restaurant, fOS
thick. Please caU Orca, 345·1027.
OS/02
Vassar SE.
OS/07
1!168 ME_RCURY COUGAR..goad condition~but
20 Triple
74 Colored
needs some work. C:ill 243·7387 or 266-6415.
FIND YOURSELF IN the Peace Corps. 277·5907.
COLLEGE STUDENTS • DO you wan! an in·
75 Perceive
21 Cessation
$500.00 or VW of comparable valu~.
tfln
04/27
letestlng summer job'l PosiliOns are open for- the
23
Of
bristles
DOWN
LEICA MJ; SOMM F2 Sumicron. Recent factory Chaparral Girl Scout (:oui1c:il summer camp in the
1 Diplomacy
25Woo
overhaul and conversion 10 s'ingte -stroke. SlSO or Jemez Mountains. Applications are being aCcepte_d
2 Culture me26 Desire
best offet. 262.0379 evenings and weekends. tfln
for youth counselors, dhhwashers, nurse and
handyman. Please call 243~9581 (or rurtber details
dium
1978 FORD MUSTANG. AM·FM eassclte, fold
27 Decide
.04127
or to arrange ror an interview.
down rear seat, radials, Extcllr::nt cof.dition.
3 Canadian
29 God of love
$3,850.00. Please call266-6415 after 5:00pm. tl/n
PART•TIME JOB graduate students only.
cabinet
31 Curler's cap
22 Fruit
46- bene
GAS SAVER BATAVUS Moped, accessories. 5380, Aflernoons and evenings. Must be able to work
members
33
Fib
24 Regional
48 Progress
Friday
and
Sa1urday
nights.
Must
be.
21
yearso1d.
242-t9g6.
04127
4
Jet
Apply· in ·person; no phone calls please. SavewaY
34
Tubes
27
Greek
51
Heaved ·
'72
FORD
4
DOOR
Maveritk·,
great
gas
mileage.
·
Part time
5Calmed
36 Crest
pitcher.
Call evenings a1 ~S-0336.
04/26 Liquor Stores·at 5704 'Lomas NE. 5516. Menaut NE.
54 Proflcienf
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By PHIL D. HERNANDF;Z
Former ASUNM Vice Pr~sident
Leonard Garcia )leads the list of nominees
approved Tnursday by' the senate's
pre:;idential appointments committee
Garcia was appointed chairman of. the
ASUNM lobby committee by President
Mario Ortiz, Garcia served as cnairman in ·
1977-78.
Other appointments approved by the
committee were Kathleen Keller, chairman
of the New Mexic.o Union· Board; Bruce .
Donisthorpe, reappointed to the Student

Radio B.oard; Mark Sims, attorney
general; Martha Uecker, 'lobby committee;
Ken Bader, Budget Inquiry Board and Joe
Cicero, popu~r entertainment committee,
The nominees will now go to the full
Senate' for approval. The Senate will meet
at 6 p.m; Wednes~ay, iristead of·Monday
as was reported in the LOBO yesterday.
, · In action taken Wednesday night, the
Senate passed an appropriation bill giving
the Educational Guarantee Group $1.58
for· political activity to change marijuana
laws.

'

According to Sen. Eirik Johnson the
bill i~ intended to be a test case to force a
lawsuit over ASUNM' s right to distribute
its funds .as the students see fit.
UNM Vice President Marvin Johnson
said in March thai ASUNM funds are
public funds and cannot be used for
political campaigns,
·
The Semite also passed a resolution
sponsored by Sen. Davi.d Lauer endorsing
a Native American demonstration against
uranium mining on Indian-owned lands.
The demo.nstration will be held today,
Saturday and Sunday on Mount Taylor

Library . hours

Beres' resignation requested
Vice President Marvin Johnson
has asked Dr. Joseph Beres to step·
·down from his position as director
of the Student Health Center, said
a. higly ph1ced administrative
official early this week.
Asked about the resignation
request; Johnson said he would

refrain from comment until a
decision on the matter was
finalized. He said .he hoped to
have the matter resolved within a
week.
Dr. Beres also said he did not
wish to comment, but said that he

was surprised
Tequest.

by J ohnspn' s

"I think it may have been a
minor misunderstanding," he said.
Earlier this year, Beres submitted a .CQSt-effective analysis to
the administration that proposed

Zimmerman Library hours
will be extended during closed
week. The library will stay
open until 2 a.m. Monday thru
Thursday and will close at 9
p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
During the extended hours all
public service areas, circulation, reference and reserve,
will be closed,

closing the in-patient infirmary in
case cutbacks became necessary.
But Beres said he has requested
a 3.9-percent budget increase for
the health center, and is ·not
expecting any budget cuts that
would force a cutback in services
to students.

Retirement reception planned
'1""'-"'---~-

...... ..,. ..

'

~.

54

LOST&FOUND

near Grants.
Also approved were a resolution asking
former ASUNM President Mimi Swanson
and former lobby committee chairman
Philip DePriest to continue opposing the
stDdent fee increase and course repetition
policy, a resolution thanking memb~rs of
ASUNM committees for th·' work and an
appropriation of $1,213.40 to MEChA.
The Senate defeated a bill to create a
house of representatives and postponed
hearing a resolution that opposes moving
the Returning Students Association
lounge.

5. FQ)J SALE

must have knowledge
of Cobol,
Basic. or Fortran

Sakai, Fuji, Azuki. 3, 5, 10,_12, SPeecls

Please cal(
345-4665

ALL. MOPEDS- 5% Above Cost
1718 Central SE • 243·9630 •
Okies

'\tV'e 47e p.IVJid •••
• • • of our baereclible flesillillty
laeladlng:
·

Copying, Blueprinting,
Binding, Laminating,
and Reductions
'.

NEWLY OPENED

AL·AM Copy Center

I:

Albuqulrqu.-.Arrtltit:MI

I·
1,.

3600 Cerltt:ii

r;

i'

'

·-·

40 Sassy
42 Jacobin supporter
44 Feat
45 German city
47 Bodies of
knowledge
49 Wheel tooth
50 Egg .drink
52Gasp
·
53 Cakes and

6 Pigeon pea
7 Shield
8 Hat fabrics
9 Test:
2words
10 File
11 Reliev.e
12 Phase
13 Harbor
18 Warning
sound:
Archllic

28 Pastries
30 Sharpen
32 Central
35 Abraham's
wife
37 "The-":
Boccaccio
work
38 Coli. sub].
39 Advantage
41Number
43 Card holding

55 Color
56 Scrub
/
58-Como
60 Harden
62 Being: Latin
63 Genoan
magistrate
65 Gather
66 Toward shelter
69 Fish

LBOnllrd Jerm11in

On Thursday at 10 a.m.· in the basement of the SUB
10 faculty m,embers, some of whom have worked for the _
University for mure than 30 years, will receive certificates
of retirement from President William E. Davis.
The UNM. Annual Retirement reception is the final
official reward offered those faculty members who have
donated, in. some'cases, a /ife~tlme of work to a field of
academic stlldy... The retiring faculty were approached this week by
LOBO staff members for co11Jments about their past and
views on what they expect for the future.
JAM~·coOPER

James G. Cooper, professor of ·educational foundations, has taught.at UNM for 17 years.
Cooper said' the greatest achie:vement during his career
WaS to get more students and professo~s involved in
computing. Cooper also has done extensive research on
' multic1lltUtal and cross-cultural societies.
·
c;ooper . has published more than . 40 articles in
publications and professional journals including a book
· on statistics.
·
He· taught for six years at the University of Guam
prior to contmiitg to UNM where he said he became.
'
·
interested ill cross•cultural studies.
Cooper described his career as being ''interesting and
stimulating.''
He said· he. hopes to travel and read and continue his
research after he retir.es.
ou'~ of the research projects he plans to pursue, he
professionals toward
said, is to study the attitudes
.their prOfessions.
Cooper said he intends to travel to Spain,. ~ortugal
and Mexico. "There's still a lot of mountains I haven't
backpacked <;>ver yet,'' .he said.

of

f.

"'t
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. -VICTOR REGENER .
Victor 1-l. Regenet - chairperson, physics · and
astronomy·- has taught at UNM since Match 1946.

Rege.ner says he has no d'efinite plans for his
retirement.
Regener described his career as "just doing the best I
could in everything I was doing."

WILLIAM RHOADS
William. Rhoads, chairman of the· music department'
for 7 years, plans to retire-this year.
Rhoads has composed more than 60 musical pieces and
has received three awards from the American Sbciety of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
.
In 1976 he was named one of the 10 most outstanding
music directors in the nation.

EUGENE YELL
Eugene Yell, professor in Theatre Arts, plans· to retire
at- the end of this semester ·after teaching at UNM for 31
years.
· Yell said he plans to direct at the Garrett County
~ Playhouse in Oakland..; Maryland, this summer. He has
directed the production which uses UNM students every
summer for 25 years, he said.
He, has also directed several children's theatre
productions, including the recently performed play
Aladdin. ·
·

:QAROLD DRUMMOND
Harold Drummond,. associate dean of education and
. professor of elementary education, has taught· at UNM
since 1960;
Drummond said the highlight of his career was when
he . was the president of the National Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development in 1964-65;
The organization includes lS,OOO members throughout
the U.S. and Canada. Drummond later served on the
executive for the same c;~rganization.
Drununond has written a series of geography books··
for use in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh grades. He
said the "continuous major writing undertaking which
has lasted 20 years" is now in its fourth .edition.
Drummond said he has traveled tomore than 60
countries throughout the world to collect data for the
book. "l have learned a great deal about the world-from
my travels," he said. "One, of the greatest things about
being a university professor has been the oppOrtunity to
keep on learning."
Drummond said he plans to. spend the first five years
of his .. etirement "catching Up on the research and
writing of the geography textbooks,''
Although he as visited 60 countries already, be said he
still has "90 more to go to.''
"1 also intend to refinish furniture< paint the house
and learn hbw to work on my cars,'' he said.

'·
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LEONARD JERMAIN
J ournalisrn Professor Leonard J ermain plans to retire
ARTllUR DeVOLDER
at the end of this semester after teaching at UNM for 26
Arthur DeVolder, formerly the special projects director
years.
of the general library, retired J?ecember 31, 1978.
"l never intended to stay (at UNM) this long," he says
He has published three ·!looks and sevc:ral articles
now.
·
about library systems and other subjects, including ·
"One of, me· attractions when l came here was the.
woodworking.
University was smaller than the University of
DeVolder was also curator of the John Meem
Washingtqn, where .I came from. Back then,
Architectural Records collection at Zimmerman library.
Albuquerque .had a. population of about 150,000," he.
Since retirement he bas been traveling and will consays. "I got away from the big stuff by corning here. l
tinue operating his arts and crafts studio in his home, . WitS here while Albuquerque g~ew, and now I'm back
Virginia Misanko, from the General Library said. · ·where I started/'
continued on pogo& ·
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Khomeini justifies executions .

TEHRAN, Iran (UP!) Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
Thursday ordered Islamic courts
to speed up trials of retribution
against officials of the Shah,
whose crimes he said were so
numerous only he and President
carter knew of them all.
Khomeini also ordered the
religious tribunals to free
promptly those found innocent of
the cnarges against them, a move
expected to lead to the dissolution
of the secret courts of Islamic
justice.
But the 78-year-old Khomeini
strongly defended the 170
executions carried out so far,
adding that "many of the Shah's
crimes are still unknown except to
nimself and (President) Carter."
Khomeini's decree to Tehran's
central Islamic revolutionary court

followed an appeal three days ago
by Prime Minister Mehdi
Bazargan to "let bygones be
bygones" and forgive those who
served the Shah.
In his latest speech to foreign
wives of Iranians, Khomeini
lashed out at western newspapers
for spreading "lies" abo.tJt the
revolution..
He said those executed by
Islamic tribunals, including former
Prime Minister. .A·b.ba. s Hoveyda,
had "not killed just a few people
but made the entire nation
miserable. The nation would have
killed them had they not been
tried."
Khomeini said between 600 and
800 persons arrested by the
revolutionaries had been released
since they had "committed lesser
crimes.''

Reports said Khomeini was
"disturbed" over the detention of
an unspecified number of former
officials and other presons held in
revolutionary jails.
Delays in their trials were
caused by "a shortage of judges,"
a spokesman for Tehran's central
court said.

Female
... • .

·.

FO!lowtng--Klrolncini's-nrder;-a--deatlr -tWo ··nm;e~-pohcem~-urr···-··-group of "men of integrity and charges of .lulhng· antJ·Shah
faith" were assigned to be the proteste.rs, Jt was reported
judges and expedite· tri~ls in Thursd.ay.
. .
Tehran. There was no mention of
Justice. M.1n1ster Assadollah
speeding up trials in other Mobashen sa1d a general ~mnesty
provinces.
draft bill had been r~a~:ed for
Islamic courts in the sourthern a_pproval by ~home1111 s. allcities of Isfahan and Yazd put to.·· powerful revolutiOnary councJI,
.,~

George Miller, director of library communications, said the
money is an annual award made by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
The money is used to purchase books, periodicals and research
materials for the library, Miller said.

.

sm 0 kIn. 9 .
•
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•

UNM's libraries ~ave received $3.,900 in federal grant money to
purchase library materials duril).g the 1979·80 school year.

UNM was one of 23 institutions in New Mexico to receive the
grant, HEW said.
· Total money granted to New Mexico libraries was $84,377. The
maximum award given to one institution was $3963 .

..

·.

Increases
f'%~ATTE'NTi<>NAtt5TuilENTS~~~

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
Pointing to a sharp rise in
cigarette smoking by teen-age
girls, HEW Secretary Joseph
Califano warned Thursday that
young women are risking their
lives and the lives of their unborn
children by persisting in the habit.
Califano cited evidence showing
for the first time that more young
women are s~oking than young
men.
He decried as "a tragedy''
figures showing that smoking
among older teen-age girls i~ going
up and said if he could reach them
his message would be: ·
NEW DELHI, India (UPI) - Rather than let an 84-year old holyman
"Please, if you want someday
regarded as an Indian saint starve himself ot death, Prime Minister to have a healthy baby, don't
Moraji Desai Thursday called for a nationwide ban on the killing of
smoke."
cows in keeping with Hindu law,
He termed as "frightening
The decision was virtually forced on Desai by Acharya (teacher) evidence" a surgeon general's
Vinoba Bhave, a protege of Mohandas K. Gandhi, who vowed not to 1979 report showing smoking
eat until all cows, considered sacred by the nation's Hindu majority, during pregnancy can do
were protected by Indian law.
"significant harm" to the unborn
Millions of cows roam the country unmolested, eating crops and or newly born.
contributing heavily to India's malnutrition problem.
He said the experts predict that
in four y~ars lung cancer will
overtake breast cancer as the
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (UPI) - Charles Novacek says he has long leading cancer killer among
thought his wife belongs on a pedestal. After more than two years of women,
"largely
due
to
work, he finally has put her there.
smoking."
Novacek, a consulting engineer for a Detroit construction firm, began
work in December 1976 on a lifesize limestone statue of his wife,
. New Mexico Dtiily Lobo
Vol. 83
Valentina.
381400 No. 145
Although the statute is completed, formal unveiling is not scheduled
The Neu· Mexim Daily Lobo is ,... blishe•'
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Golf course changes planned
.

Give in
tothewge.

'
•
LONDON (UPI) - If the stench o f o1-d mcense
c1o~ge d your smuses
you could try the sea salt nose sprayers at the yoga exhibit or the ionic
atmosphere energizer at the ion booth.
London's third festival of mind-body-spirit, billed as ''The Show

'

to

Publitatloils or the UnJ,·crlltyor New Mexico,

•

...
I

Indulge your senses. Succumb to
the rich, distinctive taste of Dos Equis~
A real beer with a color all its own,
a freshness matched by no other import
and a light, natural carbonation
that won't fill you up.
Go ahead. Give in the irresistible urge.
Experience Dos Equis. The uncommon import
that stands out from the crowd. Just like you.

summer session by tlw Boa,rd of Studcn

.

8nd Is not £lnuncialh: associated with UNM.
Second dass
pLJd at AlbUC(IIC.'riJllC.
New Mexico 87131. Sobscrlt>tinn rate Is
$1.0.00 for the .aca.dcmic,~ur,
The cp!nlons ~JJrt5!1i'cd on tltt! editorial
r•~.. d The D•lly Lobo .,. tho,. "' the

pusta~~

DOSEQUIS

author sold)·· l!n<l~"ed •t>!nlon lit hot or th<
cdlt<Jdlll boon! ol The Oall)· Lobo. N<>lljln~
printed In The ·DIIilr Lobo '"~"""'fly

·The WICOII1IIIGI1 iaipOI"t.

M~d~~tsthe".""~ofthel!nlm>ltyo!New

~~nu~-··b~~~~m~fuwlOO~~~hm~~~~~~~~~~~~~========================~
murkiest reaches of the mystical spectrum. Orgwizer Graham Wilson. r

UNM is working . with the
Governor's Council on Physical
Fitness to improve North Campus
golf course facilities for both
golfers· and joggers.
·
"We have been discussing plans
. with Tony Vigil, a representative
of the Governor's Council, for the
installation of rest areas and
exercise equipment along the
jogging trail," said John Merrett,
UNM associate comptroller. The
two-mile trail runs along the
perimeter of the golf course.
"Vigil is working with the State
Parks and Recreation Department
to g~t money for this equipment,"
Merrett said. UNM may add more
jogging trails on the .land at the
northwest end. of the course, he
said.
· In order to control access to the
golf course, for .which the go! fers
pay a fee, UNM has sUb!!titted a
request
to
Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act for
employees to clean up the area
and fence the course.
"We are very concerned with
the safety of the joggers," Merrett

said that by closing time Sunday as many as 15,000 vistiors will have
come "in search of something more."
I
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Cuevas gets 2nd death sente~

_.I

.

·

1st

Time
1-2pm
2-3pm

Location i
SUB roorn 250-C R

.

I

~~::>C\~~~~~~~c-~~J

There has. also been a problem
with vehicles and motorcycles
racing around and destroying
property.''
The university is currently
planning improvements on the
·golf course itself. A well and pond
reservoir win be put in to irrigate
the course and the greens will be
reseeded.
"We are aiming for a quality
nine·hole course,'' Merrett said.
The associate comptroller said
there has been some resistance to
the proposed chain link fence
around the· course.
"I agree that it won't be
aesthetically pleasing," he said,
"but we may be ab!.J to
camouflage. it with plants.
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REMEMBER,
oaNteO INTERVIEW-NO LOAN!

May
"I think the University is doing
said. "Being bit with a golf ball
travelling at high speed can be everything possible to accommodate and protect both the
fatal.
"In the past couple of years joggers and the golfers."
there ·has been an increase in the
number of people jogging there
and also using the course as a
park. Some bring dogs and play
1l'llil~ IDrnnl'li'm~
ball on the greens.

tt·

'l

HOUSTON (UPI).- A jury Thursday sentenced to death by injection
Ignacio Cuevas, the only convict to su.rvive an aborted Texas prison
uprising in which two hostages were killed.
It was the second time the bespectacled Cuevas has received the death
sentence for the 1974 incident. His other conviction was overturned by
the Texas court of criminal appeals late last year because of improper
jury selection.

Group interviews will be held hourly
starting on the hour

Oh those dog day ·aftemoons. One pooch fotind a way to beat the heat yesterday by sitting in the shade near the biology building. "(Photo b,y John Chadwick)

Hard work puts wife on pedestal

..

i

'. and you may attend any interview session. If you have any questions,~
. calf Barflara Frederickson at 277-2801, or 277·5017,
~

Holyman forces cow-eating ban

•
NOse Sp'l"ay ava"1lable at fest1v·a1

·

~ Acad~mic Y~ar 1979· J980, you MUST!lave a pre-loan interview. ~
~ Pick one of the times listed below. No appointm~nt is nec~ssary~

NEWS BRIEFS

many·

There is a new loan procedure!

If you plan to apply for a N~w M~xico Slud~nt Loan for tile ~:

.

Gaso\ine Costs Soar
,..

CONFUSED
ABOUT A CAR·EER?
Delta Slg«na PI the Ptofesslonal
Business Ftatetnlty

Utility Costs Unch
.
ecked
How ·will you respond to the above economic factors? May we suggest that
residence halls are your solution to these questions. RESIDENCE HALL ROOM
AND BOARD RATES WILL INCREASE SLIGHTLY MORE THAN 2% FOR 19'79·80.
Resi.dence Halls permit you to plan on a stable budget for your housing and food.
needs.

.

·. ·......

WHAT'S NEW FOR YOU?

,.

#~

P.m.

(1)

(2)
Any 13 meals

(3)

(4)
Any 10 !T'e.als

19 meals over 7 days
15 meals over 5
-2meals only on
over 7 days
days (Mon·Fri)
over 5 days
Sat &Sun
(Mon-Fri)
Fast Food at every meal~the sandwich bat will be expanded to Include haiT'I· ·
burgers, pizza, hot dogs-, burritos, french fries along with the regular selections of·
entrees and salad bar.

UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
HOUSING RESERVATIONS 201 LA POSADA HALL 277•2606

n
,_ J

ftom

1

p:m.... u .p.m.

,,'

.r

You now have a choice of the following bOard plans.

proudl!l· presents the last· speaker of out
spring career awareness program"' Quln•
ten .mlschke, of Albuquerque National
Sank will spe4k TODAY at 12:00
In
room 112 of the Anderson Building
(Business School) about bank and
telated cateer opportunities.
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'ndian literature published

Editorial

Simultaneous gatherings of anti·nuclear activity
will occur across the United States Saturday, but
few will carry the emotional, psychological, spiritual
and economic significance which accompanies the
Mount Taylor meeting.
·

Grants:
ground
zero

'

The Indians who join this weekend will be striking
at the very heart of the nuclear energy cycle, in an
area of the wortd which today supplies a plurality of
the world's atomic fuel.
The Grants miners, conversely, will be active in a
fight which some believe to be futile, a fight to
preserve .a high standard of living via the mining o~
uranium.

***~****************
.
With· an the talk about parking ancf potho1!1s, It's
time to plug the lonely Albuquerque bus rider.
It is estimated· that more. than 109,000 gasoline
powered vehicles plow the bumpy city thoroughfares, going to and returning from work. Only about
1,000 of those same commuters ride the bus, advertised as servicing 90 percent of the city;
Since the development of thl! new "grid system"
last May 1, Sun-Tran says every ~;ity resident now
lives within five-minutes walking distance to at least
one ~us stop, and usually two or three,

.
In some areas, says Sun-Tran, notably downtown

Ground Zero will be a point midway betWeen Grants and Mount
The pro-nuclear forces have on their side some !lnd near UNM, buses are available every 15 ·
Taylor this weekend.
·
very wealthy . support: Mobil Oil, Westinghouse minutes.
Corp., Rockwell International, Public Service
It should .be noted, for those who do not ride the
The "explosive" is uranium m1n1ng, the front end of the· nuclear Company of New Mexico, Gulf Oil, and, last but bus, that regular riders rarely worry about starting
cold, reluctant motors, fixing front-end alignments,
cycle. The people of Grants are mobilizing an impressive array of hardly least, the Federal Government.
paying
large gasoline bills and paying annoying
dignitaries who will speak in favor of their mining. livelihood, while the
Indians
rnay
also
count
among
their
friends
The
parking fines. ·
·
Navajo, Acoma and Laguna peoples will gather at thll mountain to
some influential voices, b~t these allies are
condemn that activity, specifically as it pertains to their sacred lands.
discounted in many circles as wild-eyed radicals bent
All taken into consideration, it appears that far too
on returning the world to wood-burning stoves. and
The irony of this juxtaposition defies words. Within a 30-mile radius
few
Albuquerqueans ride the newly reorganized
clotheslines.
one will see uranium miners, in full working gear, marching to maintain
public transportation system. And far too many
One thing is certain: whether you are pro- or anti- residents spend time complaining of auto pollution
the status quo, and native Americans, likewise in full ceremonial dress,
singing to protect the Mother Earth from the very people who are • your side will be represented. If you care at all and ·street disrepair instead of making personal
about the future of your earth, you should be there. attempts to do som~mg about it.
·
marching in Grants.

-

-·
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DOONESBURY

Letters

-----

by Garry Trudeau

Turn on
the sun
Editor:
A round of applause for the excellent editorial, April 26 LOBO, "War,
peace and bombs!"
At present I am a member of a study group on nuclear weapons,
disarmament and peace conversion. The facts and figures of the war
machine, demonstrated in your editorial, lead to the same inevitable
conclusions. But, we who have become aware of these facts have not
only the crucial task of educating the public on the misuse of the!( tax
dollars, but also about the new alternatives, which will require research
and education as well.
The potential for the development of alternatives such as: solar, wind,
geothermal, safe and pollution-free uses' of minerals, gas and oil (in
which our state is also rich), plus the technical equipment and knowhow (Sandia and Los Alamos Labs) are all here in the state of New
Mexico. Yet our potentially rich state is among the poorest in the
nation. Anyone who looks around will see the effects of the morally and
economically bankrupt federal and state policies: rutted roads, run-down
housing, schools with pitifully few or no programs for the poor, the
handicapped, ~r the retarded, among the lowest wage scales and the
highest .crime rate (mainly petty theft, the vice of the "have-nots")
the list goes on ...•

THAT llt45 7/IEN,
NIXV/5 NO/H.

/·
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LOOk FE"LLOWS ••• VOU LtT US MINE OUT JUST A LITTLE

SIT

MOR£ URANIUM, AND WC'LL S£.t To IT THA"T YOU AlL GET
~OBS SHOV£LUJG NUCLE'A~ WASTE/''

By BILL ROBERTSON
Next -'/leek tbe first of a p)anned
series of books published by
Native American Studie_s will hit
the racks. It is entitle\1,
'''Economic· ·Development in
American Jnd"iill' Reservations.''
NAS's new 'pubiishing house' is
an attempt to enhance the
academic ~tatu~eof UNM's Indian
program, said director Roxanne
Dunbar-Orti;z,
a
Sol,!thern
Cheyenne from Oklahoma who
holds a Ph.D. in history from
UCLA.

"We could build the academic
aspect of Native American studies
two ways," she said. ''Either
increase our curriculum or expand
into research.''
The first method is closed
because of UNM's current
finari\lial crisis. so· NAS decided to
focus on research in the form of
published works. which, as Ortiz
said, "pay for themselves."
The first offering, "Economic
Development," fa11s under one of
three cate11ories of research which
the NAS plans to concentrate on

V_ eteran.s S-ponsor
R f
I

development. Other areas or 'right' to be in Vietnam," ~he
research are history and literature. said.
"We want to publish materials
The NAS publishing effort will
that challenge accepted points of complete the trilogy by putting out
view toward Indian history," said a book on Indian literature-in
Otiz.
'
the form of the on\1 traditions in
She cited the second planned Indian southwestern tribes.
offering from NAS, as an
Ortiz said the publishing effort
example. The second book, about will include essays and research
l!lanifest destiny, is scheduled to papers" by students in Native
arrive in the fall.
American Studies classes.
·~There has been much written
The only similar publlshing
on manifest destiny," she said, establishment operating out of an
"but our ictea is that it is still a Indian studies program exists at
strong influence on the ideology UCLA, she said.
of America.
For instance, the taking of . •

..

''They publish pieces on two
topics," she said, "m~sicology
and Indian treaties. Our program
won't overlap with theirs."
Ortiz said she feels there will be
strong national and international
interest in the books and other
publications coming out of
UNM',s NAS progratn.
A reGeption at 2 p.m. Monday
in the NAS building, 1812 Las
Lomas NE, will welcome the
introduction of ''Economic
Development in American Indian
Resl,lrvations.''
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Association is sponsonng a
un a free massage to the first Pace
for a Child" race Sunday at 8 finishers · in the male-female
a.m. at Kit Carson Park to raise division; a golfing session donated
money for the UNM Child Care by Bill Zimmer; and a Re-birth
Co-op and Student Council· for session donated by George
Exceptional' Childre~:.
O'Neill, director of the Child Care
Fees for runners registering Co-Op .. ·
before the race is $4.00 and $5.00
Participants in the race will
for those registering on the day of · .receive a book of .coupons from a
the race.
variety of businesses in town.
oneydonations,
.received·andfromh'
fees,
p IeMdges,
T -s trts
to
be sold at the race will be divided
up between the Child Care Co-Op
and SCEC after the SVA takes 15
percent of funds for sponsoring
the race.
The SVA -has a two-fold purpose in sponsoring the race, said
Gary Vierheller, race coordinator.
He said SV A wants to be known
,for giving a · quality race. The
group 1>lans to contribute its
percentage of money raised in the
[~;t~e to, the VA scholarshil> fund
for needy veterans or veteran
dependents. The money will go
into the scholarship fund, he said.
The course of the race is 10,000
meters (6.2 miles) and can be
walked, jogged, or sprinted.
The award ceremony of pri:zes
will take place after the race at
approximately II :00 a.m.
First prize in over-all male and
female categories is a warm-up
suit, donated by Mountains and
Rivers. Second prize is a pair of
ahtletic shoes and a bag donated
by_ Brooks. Third prize in the mate
division is a pair of athletic shoes.
Third prize in the female division
is a "$25 gift certificate from
Mother Lode.
First, se<;ond and third prizes in
age division categories are Tshirts.

!

Rico, the feeling that the
•
government has a 'right' to
control Indian reservations, and
the whole idea that we had a

h
W ic_h may help influence

fut· ure

•
programs for •
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single parents. Come by the Home E_c_ • Dept.
110 Off'ICe . mg, COE omplex to answer a •

w·
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• ques tonalre or
rs.. urne~
mit •
.
•
For further mformahon, contact
•
•
. Dr. Turner 277-4135, Dr. Smith 277-5360 .
.• Ahce Baca 296-5822 or Carolyn Moore 296·0 111 . ··-
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WIN$3,000 IN

SCHOLL'S GRAND
GRAFEETI CONTEST.
LOOKF~THIS

ENTRY
BLANK AT
SCHOLL
EXERCISE
SANDAL
DISPLAYS.

=-........--.

Enter Scholl's Grand Grafeeti
Contest and put your feet on the
road to $3,000 in ri...hes.
entry blank at the
Just pick up
Scholl Exercise Sandal display in
better drug and discount stores.
Then decorate the foot and the
sandal pictured (or send a .photo of
your owri decorated foot). Use
paint, bangles, spangles or your
qwn imagination to make your
entry fancy, fanciful; or fantastic.
Really doodle those digits!
There's a $2,000 grand prize and
$1,000 for the best entry each
category-sports, nostalgia, pets,

rock 'n' roll, .famous people, and
free style.
Contest'ends August 31, 1979, so
pick up an entry blank soon. Or
get -one by writing Scholl, Inc., 213
W. Schiller, Dept. '12.9, Chicago,
Dlinois 60610. Void where
prohibited.
This is your chance to go a little
crazy and win big in Scholl's
$3,000 Grand Grafeeti Contest.

an

G:D

in

Exercise Sandals-

HOW TO.
HOT I 1'1'1'1 .E
·COLD HARD
CASH!

Isn't it time for Nuevo Mejicanos to stand up and demand the control
and the socially beneficial use of our land, our resources, our lives and
our futures? Isn't it time to: TURN OFF THE NUKES AND TURN ON
THE SUN!
Laura l.ewis-Roibal
;1,

.,
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10 teachers to be honored
continued from peoo 1

Jermain says he hasn't "the faintest idea" what he
plans to do after retiring.
Jermain came to UNM after teaching at the University
of Nebraska, the University of Washington and the
University ,of Oregon. He has also worked for
newspapers in the Northwest, he says.
JANE SNOW
Associate Professor of Music Jane Snow began
teaching at the University in 1947.
The UNM voice instructor says she was originally
hired to teach piano lessons "because there was no
opening~n the vmce department.".

Snow says ~he' believes one of her greatest accomplishments was the creation of the University's opera
progmm back in 1950,
"I borrowed $1,000 to put on the 'Marriage of
Figero,' " she s11ys. "It was a tremendous success. .I
think it was scheduled for four performances, but we
e.nded giving about 10.
"I was then able to pay back the $1,000,'' she says.
Snow says she is also proud of the accomplishments of
many of her students. "Some have gone on to become.
professors or hav.e performed in national competitions.
Many have gone to Europe,''
Snow says after retiring she plans to teach piano
lessons and read. "I abo love gardening,"· she says. '

~----------~~----~---------------------

BAINBRIDGF; BUNTING
Bainbfidge · Bunting, professor of art liistory, . has
published five books and a number of scholarly articles
during his 31 years at UNM.
"1 came here by a fluke, and I'm awfully glad I did,' •
he says. "l like the place."
Bunting says he intends to write lhree more books and
build an adobe home after he retires this semester,
ROBERT DOXTATOR
Robert Doxtator, a professor of secondary· and adult
teacher education, retired October 1978 for medical
reasons and was unavailable for comment.
He was the former chairman of ihe Secondary
Education Department,

.Jane Snow

Solar energy uses
focus of seminar

Victor Regener .
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•
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We'd like to insure your car.
mation. Or simply complete and
Why? Because we specialize in
mail the coupon below and we'll
providing auto insurance for young
send you a rate quotation. There's
drivers.
no obligation, of course.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
a . Or rite:
financially strong company offering
.
important benefits, like: convenient
payment plans, country-wide claim
72()() Menaul Boulevard
service, driver training discounts
Albuquerque1 New Mexico 87110
and a wide choice of coverages to
protect you arid your car.
C .
.
Like to know more? Call or
.
r1ter10n
visit us today for a free, personal
00
0 Insurance
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•
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I

•

•

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN IHE LAST3 YEARS:
Been involved .in an accident?
Yes 0 No 0 How many?_
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes 0 No 0
Been convicted of a traffic violation? Yes 0 No 0 How many'?------Give brief details about any "yes" answers above:including approximate dates:

•
•..
.
•
•
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Address
City

•
•

•
•
•

••

0 F'emale 0 Married

Age

•

•
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•
•
•

________C2~!!~! -•
0 Male
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A seminar on topics involved in
solar energy utilization will be
presented today at the UNM
chernistry department.
The talk, which is free of charge
and open to the public, will begin
at 3 p.m. in Room iOI of t.he
UNM chemistry building.

•

.

. .

. ..

I

• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY • • • • •..

A UNM computer can ·.teach its users more about their drinking
behavior.
The program was developed to aid individuals in learning to recognize
their blood-alcohol concentrations, said D.r. Wiliam R. Miller. assistant
professor of p~ychology, and Daniel B. Matthews, a Ph.D. candidate in
psychology.
A research paper by Matthews and Miller describing the program
appears in the current issue of the journal "Addictive Behaviors."
! 'Blood-alcohol concentration is an important variable in alcohol
education, treatment and research," the authors say. "It reflects the
impact of drinking upon the body, the degree of intoxication and the
probable behavioral effects more accurately than does the absolute
volume of alcohol consumed."
The program is based on a method that uses a person's body weight,
the numbe{ and frequency of drinks consumed and other factors to
estimate blood.alcohol concentration.
The computer gives blood-alcohol concentration estimates for up to
25 drinks and for periods 'of drinking up to 10 hours, the article said.
The computer also interprets the probable effects of the alcohol con•
sumption.
To use the system, an individual simply enters his weight and sex into
a UNM computer terminal. The command that initiates the program is:
RUN *•BACTAB.
"Try it," Milh:r said. "It takes about 11 minutes of your time."

I mag~ topic of speech
A colloquium on "Image Quality Effects on Observer Performance"
will be presented today at the University of New Mexico. department of
physics and astronomy.
Charles A. Kelsey, professor of radiology at the UNM School of
Medicine, will speak.
The talk is free of charge and open to the public. It is scheduled to
begirt at 4 p.m. in Room f84 of ·the UNM Physics and Astronomy
Building, 800 Yale Boulevard N.E.
U:R

.ec: ll!i!JBO!i

UC£1 II ! £!!

RENEWAL DEADLINE
Residence Hall Students Are
Remind~d To Complete And
Submit Their Residence Hall Room
And Board R~newal Materials
''
By: -4:00pm

l.nflation
rate hits
four-ye~r

-high·mark
WASJUNGTON (UPI) Consumer· prices · rqse another. I
perceQt in March, producing the
highest quarteriy inflation ra:te in ..
more than four years, and a. top
iovernment official predicted
Thursday there.are still "some bad
months aheaC!."
·
, ··
The ·Labor Department, which
compiled ,the figures, said buying
· power for a family of four
dropped 0. I percent after ad•
justment for inflation.
Gasoline prices alone increased
3.8 percent in. March, the largest
monthly increase since July 1975.
Meat was up 2.7 percent.
.With public anger growing over ·
high prices, President Carter's
cbief inflation fighter, · Alfred
Kahn, told Congress ''W r: still
have some bad months ahead,"
but he predicted that ''after 'a few
months" inflation will begin to
taper off.
Kahn offered consumers one
specific piece of good news: he
expects the rate of increase in
food prices - including meat to decline "very markedly" in the
·months ahead. · ·
There ,also was good news for .
the nation's 35 rniilion social
security recipients whose benefits
·are .tied to the inflation figures.
The government said ·they will get
a· 9.9 percent benefit increase
. beginning· ·in. p.Ju1y:. And the.
average monthly. check
rise
from $258 to $283.

LVLRY
'RLCO.RD
I f:r TAPL I
TUL ~TORL I~ ON ~ALL I
JOHN KLEMMER
·
Brazilia

includes:
Brazilia • Summertime • My Love Has
Butterfly Wings

·,

...

will

.

The Labor Department anr:ounced that prices in almost
every consumer category rose in
March to produce an overall
'monthly · increase of I percent,
c.ompared to 1.2 percent. in
February and 0.9 percent in
January. If the March rate
continued. 'a full year the annual
inflation rate would be 12.7
percent."
During the first three rnonths of
this year, prices rose at a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
l3 percent, the sovernment said the largest quarterly increase since
the .third quart~r of 1974.

$7.98 LP's

Sen.' George M<;Govern, D·
S.D., called the latest figures "an
economic and political disaster"
a·nd introduced legislation to give
the presideni standby authority to.
impose mandatory wage and price
controls - something ·Carter has
said emphatically he does · not
want.
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Plays examlne basicvi'rtues

~--+-"-.-1'-~-"'o..t"sed trad~e -zone

ncludes UNM acreag

B{JWARY ANN 'HATPHI'l'T
• The actors, who are members of .ou_r message,''~
"Virtue Dissected", featured at a Theatre Art~ junior class _ Kaplan said the messag~ of .the
UNM this week in a series ofone- module, have workedon the play play is: "Why is wickedness . so
act plays, - breaks down theatre for nine hours a day- for five richly rewarded,- and ·why does
conventions by_ having the per- weeks. The production ties in with such' hard punishment await the
formers emerge from tl\e audience · a semester~long class in 19th-- good?"
and .talk directly to it. .
, centuryGerman theatre,
Kaplan said he felt the student
The. play is a collage of Bertoli
· actors at l:JNM have the same
Brecht's works. 'that deals with the
Chris 'Parker, who plays two potential as. students from eastern
struggle. of uphoiding, basic pa,rts in the play, said,. "We sta.tes. He also said they were not
v.it\fres~such as thrift, loyalty, researched and read the play for . a~ professional as eastern students
honor, obedience, love and faith~ our parts. Then we researched into be~a11se they do not have the
when confronted with the perils of the thought~ and political con- opportunities lor professional
war and starvation,
notation_ of it."
training at UNM.
"Brecht's piays require a difToe collage was compiled -by
ferent kind of acting because they director David .Kaplan. Kapl}ln, a .
"There is some singin!l in
contain so many messages," said visiting directo·r from · Yii;le "Virtue Dissected'' and these
Suk:i Jol:!n, an actress in the play. University, said, "l .had a students h.ave had no voice
"in Brecht, the actiot;~s that you collection •of scenes that I wanted, training, so this was a major
do are representative of a par- to do,· and I- worked out with the _ obstacle in the .production , " he
.. ticular kind of l)ehavior rather actor~ which ones they felt would said.
·
be the ~o~t poignant to · portray
Susan Jones, an actress in. ~he
than of a person. ••

Eighty acres of UNM land have been included in a proposal to
develop a foreign trade zone in southeast Albuquerque.
The land, lying south of the Albuquerque International Airport,
was included -as part of a plan by Synergetic Sciences, Inc. of
Albuquerque to develop, build and operate a foreign trade zone.
A foreign trade zone is a federally approved area exempt from
customs duties and import quota requirements.
The SSI proposal was submitted in response to a city request to
develop a foreign trade zone.

,
DDC'• Awar•n••• Day ''
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If you think obstacles are no
problem, come try your luck!

'
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* Games * Races·* Prizes

The new $1.65 million dental programs is scheduled for official dedication. today at 11
a.m. Novitski Hall is located on the north campus. ·
.
·

-

On the Mall

·

'

t

·'

Sponsored by DOC, NMIRD, USABA and PVA

'

'

DOC is having amembership meeting April
28, 8 p.m. A_ II disabled persons and guests
are Invited.
.

t
L

•

ti:tn

all 277·3506 for more i.nforma.
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DedicatiOn sl.ated for new

.

·

The new dental programs
Novitski Hall replaces the
building ~n North Campus, World War II brJrracks on the
No~itski Hall, will be officially main campus whkh housed dental
dediCated today at II a.m.
programs for the past 15 years.
The two-story, 26,000csquareFacilities for 24 student dental
foot facility has been occupied by hygienists are in the upper east
the dental offices since August wing. Each st•,1dent has a dental
1978, when it was completed. It chair and eo,uipment for doing
was built by Colton Construction preventive dental work.
Company at a cost of $1.65
.
million.
Faculty offices are m the west
wing and •classrooms, labs and
dressing ronms are situated qn the
lower level.
The new building will also serve
as a center for co'ntinuing
education programs for dentists,
hygienists and dental assistants
the state.

•

•

-

A keynote speaker at the
dedication will be the first director
of UNM's dental programs, D:r ..
M~ni.ca ~ovitski, for whom the
buddmg IS named.
Novitski was director of the
programs from their establishment _
in 1961 until her resignation in
1971. She continued to teach until
she retired in 1977.
The three dental programs
which comprise a division of the
College of Pharmacy, have an
enrollment of 70 students and a
faculty of four full-time instructors and 14 part-time
teachers.
The programs are a one•year
certificate program for dental
assistants; a two-year associate of
science degree course in dental
hygiene, and a four-year bachelor
of science degree program in
dental hygiene.
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* 600· Fill

Power
Goose Down

Fellowsh.ip· program
tece~ives
.
gra.nt for wo.men~. minorities
.

:rhe U!'IM fellowship program
has received a $183,000-federaJ;
grant intende.d to fund ~tudents ·
who are women or -members' of
ethnic minority .groups who are
under-represented . in· certain
academic _fields ..
The grant will continue funding
students who are on fellowships
this year and will provide money
for ten new •fellowship positions,
said Antonio Gomez, coordinator
of the fellowship program.
Included in the .$183,000 is a ·
renewed $27·,ooo institutional
grant to pay costs of recruiting
persons into the program and
program supplies. The remaining
money' is to be divided equally
between the University and
fellowship students.
Students will receive $3,900 a
year for living expenses plus
tuition. The University's share of
the' money will be divided between
the comptroller's office, the
Graduate School and the
departments involved in· the
program. The University's money
will also pay fellowship students'
tuition.
Fellowships for this year were
given in law, mathematicsand
electrical
statistics
engineering-computer science. Two
students will be chosen for next
year's fellowships from each of
those three areas, and two each
. from microbiology and physics.
Gomez said. departments are
also enco11raged to use money
received from the grant to provide
additional financial support for
the students.
Final decisions concerning
fellowship applicants are left to
individual departments.
The deadline date for fellowship
applicants ~aries in each department, Gomez s&id.·
_
Money for the· fell()Wships is to
be used during the period from
-September }979 through August
1980.
•
Gomez said, "The· graduate
school intends to use part of the
money to actively involve the

• Chevron Baffling, Superior Down . ·
Control! All Tubes Offset, Slant' Wal.l.
Tenaya Cloth, lntredible Strength• _
10~ 12 Stitc;:hes Per Inch.

Rock Climbing
"
Classes

®
.Trailwise

_

._

IIIZI

• MounttllllltiCUI ilnf'
Tech. EviCUIIIon

Classesse1
Far Furtherlnfotmait<in
C:onlocl Oolbock Adventures

9611 Menaul Blvd. N

842·6226'
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because generally in acting the
performer tries to build and delve
into a character, whereas in Brecht
the performers are simply instruments through which to tell
the story.

play, said, ''I think this theatre
department is in dire need of some
vocal training class. I know it
would have made our jobs in the
Brecht play much easier.''
Jones said the play was difficult

•
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~
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We have executive positions available in
rnore than 40 career fields. Qualify and you
can find yourself filling one of these as an Air
Force officer. Plus, the Air Force offers you an
· -excellent salary and working conditions ...
training . , . 30 days of paid vacation a year. , ,
and many opportunities for advancement
and graduate education.
Call now. Find put if you can fill one of these
positions of responsibility.
TSgt. John H~ghes or
SSgl. Rich Vicars
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History lesson: in
1897, Congress passed
the Bottled-in" Bond Act which established
the standards for
Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys. Old_ Grand-Dad is
still bottled
in Bond
under U.S.
government
supervision.

(
~'

(
(

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
No more. No less.

(
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( '
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Final exam ..
You need only one
sip to recognize
tile clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand-Dad. ·
Cheers!

<~
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. ': .

.
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Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is authentic Kentucky sour-mash .
Bourbon, made with clear limestone
water, the finestgrains, and aged in new .
charred-oak barrels. ·
·
1-

• IntrOductory ll1d lltQinnlng
•lntetmedi1i1
·
•AdYJontod

10o/o OFF All Goose· bown
Sleeping B~gs
·It fakes experience to be

faculty in on-sight ,recruiting of
The money- was granted by the studen.ts for the program, from Office of Education through the ·
other campuses in New · Mexico Department of Health, Education,
and.the region.
and Welfare.
"The remaining portkn of the
CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
money granted to the Grad11ate
$10 Allergen Kit $3.50
s.chool will be used to set up
Call
for Low Prices on Hard.
additional fellowf.hips lhat will. be
Soft
or Semi·Sott Lenses
beneficial to persons other than
Casev. Optical Co.
members of minority groups and
(3 doors Wes1 ot Ccllev Re.v:oll DruQ)
women," Gomez said.
Lomas o1 Washington 265·88-46

~I

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a .green
tax stamp. It's your guar·
an tee. that the whiskey is
atleast four years old.
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.

Kentucky Strolght Bourbon Whfskey.JOO proof.
SoUled in bon.d. Old Grand·Dad Dlslill<oy Co., ~rankfi>rf, l<y. 40601.
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Finalists chosen
for intem program.

I

'·

UNM students Jocelyn Torres, Paula Mitchell and Richard Pabon
have been selected as finalists for the Presidential Management Intern
program.
Leonard Stitelman, director of the UNM Public Adl)linistration
Division, said the three were screened from 800 applicants nationwide.
The program was established in 1977 to provide 250 two-year in·
ternships in a variety of professional positions throughout the executive
branch of federal government. Forty-two federal agencies participate in
the prosram, Stitelman said.
Torres and Mitchell, both from Albuquerque, are sraduate students
majoring in public administration.
Pabon also is seeking a graduate degree in public administration. f{e
completed his undFsraduate work at Iowa State University in his home
state.
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and part time jobs Junco: through August. Both
work study and non work study positions are U
available.
~
to apply contact
the Dean of Students Office
· · Lsurencia (Ana Mastrogiovanni) is wooed
Teatro de Albuquerque's Fuenteovejuna.
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If you're a junior or senior
responsibility, a $24,000
major~ng in sciences like
salary in four years, and giltmath, physics or engineering, edged qualifications for jobs
theNavy has a program you. both in the Navy and out.
Ask your placement
should know about.
It's called the Nuclear
officer to set up an interview
Propulsion Officer Candidate- with a Navy representative
Collegiate Program
when he visits the campus,
(NUPOC-C for short) and if .or contact your Navy
you qualify, you can earn as
representative at 800-841-8000,
much as $650 a n1onth right or send i~ the coupon. The · _
NUPOC-C Program. Not·
through your senior year.
Then after 16 weeks of
only can it help you complete
Officer Candidate School,
college. It can be the start of
you'll get an additional year
an exciting career.
of advanced technical
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
.
, 8704
education. This would cost
I INFORMATION
CENTER
thousands
~0~ 2000, ~elh~ ~llnor. N.Y. 10803
II
· in. .a civilian
· · school' II . P.o.
Yes, I d hke more
en
but in t~e,Navy, we pay you. ·' 1 :::uJ>oc·c:.~~gram(S1.:.:~ . .,.. .· ;. .
I
It lSn t easy. There are
1 Address
1.
fewer than 400 openings and I ~:~.
·z;p .
I
only one of every six
I Age
tCoJ!eJlc/Unlversity
I
applicants will be selected.
!~:~;~:~:~ate
•oradeFolnt
But if you make it, you'll
I Phone Number ,...........
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OFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

. 01<. WAKE UP. ..

by Frodoso (Genaro Padilla} in C(Jmpsnis de

I

MIDNIGHT SNACK
TIME!

Hispanic
•
compan1a
.to· peiform ·
at Fiesta
By BILL ROBERTSON
Saturday dufing Fiesta a
Hispanic theatre group will
perform an adaptation .of one of
the most famous works of the
Spanis.h
counterpart
of
Shakespeare, Lope de Vega~ ·
The play is entitled "Fuenteovejun<~;,... and . tl}e .th~gjan
troupe .goes by the name ''La
Compania
de· Teatro
de
Alburquerque." Curtain Saturday
is at 4:30 p.m. in Woodward Hall.
. "Fuenteovejuna" is the first
'democratic' play in the annals of
stage," said Compania artistic
director Jose Rodriguez. "It's
based on a true happening in a
small Spanish village during the
feudal .era."
Rodriquez has adapted the play
from de Vega's original by placing
it in the context of a small
community in Texas just after the
republic was formed. Instead of a
"feudal landlord," the villain is a
cattle baron and ex-cavalry
commander.
"In the original version,'' said
Rodriguez, "the authority was
represented by the Catholic Kings
of Spain, bUt we've adapted the
play so the authority is now a
U.S, Army cavalry commander
wbo is sent to the region to bring
peace."
The play is performed by the
Compania bilingually-that is,
there are times when everyone will
be speaking English, arid other
times when the cast will converse
exClusively in Spanish, as when
residents of the oppressed com•
munity speak to each other.
Rodriguez said the n.ature .of the
play-its actio~, 11oetry and sheer
emotion-means that anyone who
can speak either · English or
Spanish can understand th\l plot.
"Lope's theatl'e is not in·
ttospective," said Rodriguez. "He
wrote for the people...:the plays
are · very action-packed, full of
song and joking, a little bit for
everyone." .
· Compania's production of
"Fuenteovejuna" has received
praise in Santa Fe and Las Vegas, ·
N.M., and has won an award at
the Oold~n Age Drama Festival in
• El Paso.
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ELECTRONICS • MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
PERMANENT FEDERAL CIVIL SERVICE

CAREER
OPP.DRTUNITIES
.

.

.

A

For graduating engineers
the Naval Undersea Engineering facility in Kitsap
county across from seattle,
washington·, offers career
d~velopment, competitive
sa1ary, federal service benefits and relocation allowances to Puget sound area.
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICE
ICODE 06221

NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE
ENGINEERING STATION
KEYPORT, WA 98345
PHONE: 12061396·2433/2436
.tin Equal opportunity Employer

.

Academy position given
Sen. Harrison Schmitt an·
nounced last week the appointment of a I 9-y¢ar•old UNM
freshman . majoring in chemical
engineeril}g to &ttend the United
States .Air Force Academy at
· Colorado Springs, Colo,
Eric A. Pohland, a 1978
gr!lduate of Sandia High School,
has been a member of the UNM
.AFROTC unit since enrolling at
herein August:

.By.MAQK .SMITH
heavyweights they have been up Rob Hoover (7-3, 4.54). are
The UNM baseball team opens . against,·
lei! ding the Lobo hurler.<.
a three-game. series witlt NevadijThe ·Rebels, who won nine Qf ·· UNL V ·Still hru; visions of going
Las Vegas with a single game th~ir first 10 games, are led by a to th~ NCAA playoffs, but Coach
tonight !It 6 at the Sports Stadium. quintet .of .300 hitters:· .Bill Max Fred Dallimore said the Reb's will
The two teams finish the series · p69), Frank ,Pe Santis. (.360), Ed ··have to play phenomenal baseball
tomorrow· with · double-header Crow (.335), Dan Murphy (.326) the rest of the season.
beginning at II a.m.
They have 23 games left, and
. and Doug Smith (.316). ·
The Lobos · are ·currently · enAll five are 'u)lderclassmen on only eight are ·at home.
joying a six-game-winning streak the young · UNL V team, which is
which has put them in contention hitting .30l·as a team.
For UNM tltis we~;kend's series
for the WAC crown'.
Stan Hawkins (4-0, 2.73 ERA) will be used as a warm-up for
UNLV sports a 26-17 record, and Richie Pavis (4-l, 4,33 ERA) their series with San Diego· St\lte
but has been having problems as are their leading pitchers.
next week, But Coach Vince
of lat~. The Hustlin' Rebels have
The Lobos, hitting at a .321 C!ippelli said the Lobos ·aren't
yet to win a road game in six c!ip, are led by Tom Francis looking past any one, and will
o~tings.
. (.385), Steve Muccio (.369), Aaron take one game at a time.
But their record· is not an in- C:::ain (.353), Mike f!rown (,351); .
After this weekend's action the
dicatt>~ or their talent, as· they
Kieth Hagman (.342), Kyle Lobos will travel to Flagstaff,
have played a monstrous schedule.
Ryutledge (.324) and Duffy Ryan Arizona to play Northern Arizona
Cal State Fullerton and Pep- (,308).
University. in a double-header
perdine are two of the
Greg Pardus (7-3, 2.86) and Monday.

This is the second year he has
sought a congressional. a·ppointment to the j'\ir Force
Academy.

Pohland, who was chosen from
among· 15,000 nation-wide ap. plicants, said he is "very happy"
with his appointment. He is to
report June. 25 to the academy.

_. _ Media

BULL-YOUR
-COllEGE!

center
wired
Students at Eastern New Mexico
University ·at Portales and New
· Mexico State University at Las
Cruces will soon be able to view
the same lectures as students at
UNM, said Robert D. Kline,
director of Instructional Media
Services.
With $18,600 appropriated by
the state legislature, Instructional
· •·•. Media .. ServJces .. ,purcltru;ed. .I!J!d" i~
installing an underground cable to
run from IMS at Woodward Hall
to KNME-TV. The one-inch-thick
cable, about two miles long, will
transmit live and videotaped
programs to KNME, Kline said.
From KNME programs will be
transmitted to and bounced off an
antenna on Sandia ·Crest.
According to Kline, the antenna
will transmit the programs to
Portales and Las Cruces, where
the Universities' have equipment to
receive the programs.
Kline expects the system to be
• operating within a month.
Plans for programming include
chemistry
lectures,
wordprocessing tapes for business
majors and home-nursing lectures,
Kline said. No definite progrm
schedule has been set.

After my most successful
column of the year, a five~for-five
performance, I qualified myself to
run another.
I hit on all four quarter-final
matches in the NHL, and on the
only NBA series to end, Seattle
and Los Angeles. · .
This week I will predict Hockey
forecasts, because the · NBA has
notudecided" all•-their -semi-finalists
yet.

I

. NEW YORK RANGERS vs
NEW YORK ISLANDERS: I
picked the Islanders to be the
team to beat in the playoffs, and
they could not have looked more
awesome against Chicago, putting
them 11way in four. But I'll go
with the Rangers from my
heart-and not my head-to win
it in seven.
BOSTON vs,M0NTRF.AL: ,The
Canadians have injuries, but are

still the champ$. Both these teams
won in the semi-finals in only four
games, and appear to be at their
peak coming into the series. I'll
take Montreal to take it in six.

Trackers To
Visit Drake

The 'crippled UNM track"' team
continues to travel, as it goes to
Des Moines, Iowa, this Saturday
to compete in the Drake relays.
This will be_ the last competition
for the Lobo tracksters until the
grow in size and in the number of
WAC championships May .4-5,
pages it will publish next semester.
scheduled to be held at University
I had hoped, from the time I was
·
Stadium in Albuquerque.
•
a freshman, that the LOBO would
keep on growing.
Kinko's
As sports editor of the LOBO
professional typing
my junior year, I learned what it's
service
really like to put out a paper; the
hard work, the long hours, the
headaches, but more importantly
Kinko's will
the sat(Sfi!Ction of knowing you'Ve.
laminate your
plit out a good product. ·
valuables
In closing, I would like to wish
the new editorial staff the best of
Across from UNM
luck· and hopes that they .continue
to make the LOBO an even
greilter paper than that which I.
saw when I came here four years
ago. And, as one sports writer ·put
it, "ADIOS LOBO(s).''
Peter T. Madrid

I

Sports Forum

Editor:
Being the "old man" on the
LOBO staff, I think it is only
fitting .that I bid a final farewell to
the paper that helped make my
college days at UNM .more interesting. •
When l began attending UNM
in the fall of 197.5, I began writing
for the LOBO. In fact, my very
first day of classes as a freshman,
I had an article printed in the
sports section of the LO.BO. This
fact made my English 100
professor wonder whether I should
be in his class or whether the
LOBO should think twice about
me.
During my four years on the
LOBO sta,ff, I have seen the paper

red
WTago
Malceri of Hand M..r.

liowelry
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Summer Fun .Cash

earn$100
~-a month·
Donate Plasma
.
You may save a life!
It's easy and relaxing. Be a twice-a-week regular.
$10 cash each donation, plus bonuses.

This ad worth $5 extra
New donors only. Phone for appointment.

Albuquerque Plasma Corp.
· 301 2nd St., SW
243-4440,243-4449

On Cttritt•llt Son IOia~o
Noll! to the Fint Nationalll~nk
!!. ~00 flmer Bfvd·.·loi ·
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for 2 or 3 hours a week of your spare time.

Youth Conference
featuring the Wall Brothers Band
and David and Dee Womersley
at Christian Center t 2120 Copper
Friday, May 4 • Sunday, May 6 . .
+
With music, teaclilng, and a pizza bash. ·;, ·
·
No admission charge!
· ·· · ·~-call 293-3160 for intrwh'l~tir'r'i

C

~n•i•n

'

open llf hours,cal1277·30I3

................... 2.00

'~-~·~~

191_9 Jos .. ScHlitz Srewing Co., Mi,!waukee and other gr~at ci~ies.

'

student to student
help ·center

<

I

DON'T SAY BEER, SAY BIJLL! ·

UNM'S

••••••••••••ouioo2o00

!f

PROFESSIONAL.
i
· LEWIS PHOTOGltAPHies.
, i3 years of experience. Call 268~ 1
9579 ANYTIME. ·
;

SC:HUU STOUT MALT UOIJOR.

"

'

;someone ·
listen helps.

adjust !liars ........ ,~~
front and tear

.,'lle~~~~t!~~~~~1
photographic record of
your wedding • use a

~sthavtns

BIGGIE

The American Marketing
Association is sponsoring a Mini
career Fair today from I to 4
p.m. in rooms 122 and 124 of the
Anderson School of Management.
. The ·fair will provide art opportunity for students to visit with
representatives from· businesses.
All students are invited to at·
tend the' fair.

Bull your waythrough college with a six-pak of Schlitz Stout
Malt Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that
has it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go wi
special ti.mes: like after the party, before the party,' and, of
course, during the party.
·
.
·
But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Stout Malt Liquor. Because when it comes ·
to great taste, we've a'lways made the grade,

-~-.

beeatJse
sometimes

Tick Picks· Rangers, Canadians

Career fair
begins today

@

~ora•

a:·

''I want to be a pilot," Pohland ·
said, "and the Air Force Academy
is more pilot-oriented than any of
the other militarY academies."

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~----~--------------~------------EricPohl~nd
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Correction

FAR NORTH
CINEMA Ul

"lravu.ra
.a~ns by

SAN MATE9. ACAilEMY

IZH71!!

Laurence Ol"ter,

BRAND NEW
2 Bedrooms
Refrigerated AC
Lighted Off Street Parking
Laundry area
Refrigerator/Stove
5 minutes to University

• Carpets/Drapes
• Forced Air heating
• Quiet neighborhood
• No pets
• 3. blocks from park
• $225 plus gas/electricity

VASSAR GARDENS
1920 Vassar NE

265-5005
3 blocks N of Indian School
1 block Wof Girard

Located in the 1840
Salvador Armijo House, designated a
National Historic Place.
· Superb steak, seafood
and spirits served in an authentic
territorial setting.
Open daily 5 pm to 10:30 pm
Old Town, Albuquerque
618 Rio Grande Blvd., N.W.
Take 1-40 Old Town Exit
For reservations call242-3900

Making a return appearance at the fiesta this we'akend is ·~·sud Man" (Flo Gallegos), a 22year-old· i;snior. Fiesta starts at 10 a.m. today on the mall in front of the Zimmet'man
Ubrary. (Photo by Jana Aspinl
·

.~)lock

Hoffmantown Theatre
Menaul & Wyoming
293·1944

7:30 ana

S_andpainting ·to be discussed

MISS I·N.G

public lecture May 1 at '7:30 p.m,
in Savage Auditorium· of the
Presbyterian Professional Center,
201 Cedar SE.
.
Dr. Caroline Olin will discuss
the 'Franc Newcomb collection of
sandpaintings. Her lecture is one
of a series sponsored by the
Maxwell ·Museum Association, an·

organization · which provides
S\lpport services for UNM's
Maxwell
Museum
of
Anthropology,
Admission to the lecture is free
to association members and $2 for
others. Olin will illustrate her talk
with slides' of the Ne_wcomb
collection.

The first album
·from· "The First Lady
oflhe G1tit0r:"

The Testing Division is trying· to contact the
following students to participate i.n a study
validating ACT scores:
Leyva, Joseph Charles
Lopez, Jude Anne Barth ·
Maestas, Henry
Miles, Rebecca J.
Nichols, Roy D.
Pino, Edward
Rhodes, Cheri
.Silva, Catherine
Torraco, Camille Ann·
Torres, Annique Margo
Trujillo, Ana M.
Vaquera, Nadine Rodriquez
Varner, Waneta Carolyh
Vigil, Eugene Veron
Walker, Vanessa Fugua ·
White, Frederick Alex
Whitting, Leah Deacon M.

~~
Tlu• fll',<r
l.adyOf ·
Tlu•(iiliim·

LION A.
BOYD

)

Adults $:1!.00

Fiesta!-UNM's an.nual spring debauchery begins at 10 a.m. on the
mall. Enchiladas, politics, music, theatre. Smuggled intoxicants,
anyone?
.
Student Theatre-"Virtue Dissected" arrd "Halloween" at 8 p.m.
in the Experimental Theatre of Fine Arts. $1.50,
Subway Station-PEG sponsors "Seven Plus" at 9 p.m.
Student-written Music..:.Student Composers' Concert at 8:15 p,m.
in Keller Hall.
Aging-Rafael Mendez of BCMC talks at noon on "Cross-Cultural
Perspectives of Aging" at the BCMC/Mental Healtll Center.
Student Dance-UNM students choreograph and prod•1ce original
works at 8 p.m.· in· Rodey The!ltre. Friday and Saturday.
Black Cullure-Election of BSU officers starts at 9 p.m.; opt:.n
house for Afro-American Studies at noon; street d!lnce starts at 3
p.m.; disco in the SUB Games area at 9 p.m.
Pbi Alpha Theta-Final meeting of the semester at 3:30 p.m. in the
History Dept. Lounge of Mesa Vista'Hall. Guest speaker is James
D. Walker from the National Archives, Washington D.C.
Blood-UNM's pre-health professions club is holding a blood drive
today from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
"Death and Immortality ••• "-Prof. Helmut Girudt, visiting
professor from the University of Duisberg, . West Germany, will
speak on "Death and Immortality in Indian Pbilosohy" at 3:30
p.m. in the Philosophy Department library. Cookies and coffee will
be served.
Mini Careers-,-The American Marketing Association sponsors
"Mini-Career Fair". from 1 - 4 p.m. in Anderson School of
Management Rooms 122 and 124.
Angel Dust-"PCP-The Latest Drug Craze," on KUNM's Lun- ·
cheon Slice, 12:30 p.m. on 90.1 FM. "Jazz Alive" at 7 p.m.
features the late clarinetist and saxophonist Louis Cottrell Jr.

'

5:45 7:45 9:45
SOPHIA
LOREN
JAMES
COBURN

FIR

APR.29
·MAY1

. 5:40 7:40 9:40

CuNT

IAI'rwoOD
WILLlUIN

"!

'IYIIY

)
,I

'WOU

WHICH WAY
@I

..,.Loon,
.

'

0

Genealogy Seminar-James D. Walker, of the National Archives in
Washington D.C., at 9:30a.m. in the UNM Kiva.
Oean City Campaign-Volunteers are sought for a citywide cleanup campaign starting at 8:30 a.m. Those interested should report to
the nearest middle school.
Early Music-UNM's Early Music Ensemble performs tonight at
8: IS p.m. in Keller Hall.
Barbershop~Award-winning quarters perform at Popejoy at 8:15
p.m.
Radio-Tucson's ethnic traditions are spotlighted on "Folk Festival
U.S.A.," an NPR program broadcast on KUNM at 9 a.m.
Fiest11!-Continues, starting at 10 a.m.
_
Student Theatre- "Lou Gehrig Didn't·Die of Cancer," a comedy,
ends a week of student drama in the experimental Theatre of Fine
Arts. At 8 p.m. $1.50.
Student Dance-Original choreograpy and production by UNM
dance students, beginning at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theatre, $1.50.
Subway Station-PEG sponsors "Seven Plus," at 9 p.m.
Four-Mile Run-The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center is having its
first annual Four-Mile Run, starting from the Center, at .2401 12th
St. NW, at 10
Entry fee is $4.
Delta Sigma Theta-The sorority's alumni chapter presents
Women's Educational Equity Training and Assessment Project,
starting at 8:30 a.m. in the SUB.

a.m.
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A man dreams of winning.
A ooman dreams of loving.
A dreamer dreams ofboth.

Sunday, April19
Bicyelin&-The New Mexico Wheelmen leave from Popejoy at 9
a.m. Two hours for slow-pacers, four for the stout.
Jazz-UNM's own Jazz .Ba'nd performs in Rodey Theatre at 8:15
p.m.
Arthur Sussmaa-An exhibition of Sussman's major works opens
today at the Jonson Gallery, 19Q9 Las Lomas NE. Reception at 3
p.m.
Retarded CbUdren-NPR's "Options in Education," broadcast on
KUNM, 90.1 FM, features the first in a four•part series on retarded
children, beginnitig Sunday at 10 a.m. . .

ADAMS
M·F9:20

nMMATHESON
S!JSAN BLAKELY
JACK WARDEN
A MICHAEL LOBELL PRODUCTION
as Harry
DREAMER
Prrxh:.,d by MICHAEl:: LOBELL· Dirttttd by NOEL NOSSECK
Writtm by JAMES PROClOR& lARRY BISCHOF • M:.sicby BILL CONTI

S·S 2:00
5:35

Columbia Mast~rworks presents young
Canadian guitarist Liooa Boyd in an impres·
s_lve reci!al. of fav<?r.ite compositions by Barnos, Satle, Albemz, Debussy, and others.
Lio~a Boyd. ''The First lady of the Guitar."

Contact the Testing Division at 277~5345, Rm. 2. ·
University College Building.

~

J

M 95137

· Participants are being paid $3.00 for 45 minute's of their time.

COWRBYDel.UXEe

9:20

__ _

__

~

~,.~~¢0¥~~

.

Starts today at a theatre near you.
Check local newspoper for specific theatre listing.

Cary

On Columbia Masterworks•.
Spencer Tracy

LAD

lA STORY·

Katherine Hepburn
Tom Ewell

1940

Judy Holliday

ADAMS RIB

Available At

-

194s

Sound Warehouse
.

9:~0

Saturday, April 28

· An expert on Navajo art will
discuss Nav~jo sandpuinting .in a

Am is, Dennis
Ballard, William Stanton
Boeckner, David Leroy
Brown, Thomas Allen
B~<:>wn, Thomas Charles
·. ·Chavez; Lynette Therese
Febres, Cordero Steven
· French, Christopher Alan
· Garay, Richard Anthony
Gonzales, Ronnie J.
·Halliburton, W. Mark
Herbert, Domin Frederick
Herig, Richard Evans
-·,Jackson, Shirley L. Minor
·JaramUlo, Bernie D.
King, Richard Lee
.; t..awson, Alice Marie

. i

Hew!tlwee~< Mipllr'IO

Friday, April 27

UnfLJrnished Apartments

·-:

Jm•es M.uon
•."
Kroll,

BLADDERNOSE SUBMISSIONS POLICY: Activities of possible
interest to the UJ;Jiversity community are potential material for the
'Nose. Submissions sho!lld be received· by noon on the day
preceding ·the event; because of space limita.tions, previews are
discouraged. The 'Nose herewith. assumes the function previously
provided by ''Lip Service.'' No guarantee of publication is made.
The 'Nose suggests those in dire need of p.r. see our advertising
staff.

The commfttee is scheduled to hear a proposal that would change
the University's course repetition policy.

•
•
•
•
•
•

....

Gresory Peck

The UNM Faculty Senate will not convene Tuesday us reported
in Thursday's LOBO. The Faculty Senate executive Gommittee plans
to meet Tuesday.
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Jazz _composer-guitarist~ to perform
two Impressions of New Mexico .
By BOB SPIEGEL

;he. New. Mexico Jazz Workshop will present jazz composerguttanst Baud Hersey in concert with 28 local musician~ ·this
T~es~ay at 8:00 p.m. in the Kimo Theater downtown. The concert
w~ll _Include two original compositions by Hersey that were commtsstoned by the N.M. Jazz Workshop through a grant from the
New Mexico Arts Division and the National Endowm~nt for the
·
Arts.
B~ird Her~ey's work is a blend of contemporary jazz and
classtc~l mustc. He has studied extensively, playing in jazz-rock
?ands m b~rs of New York and studying formally in music colleges
111 Connecticut and Vermont. His album on Arista Novus which
p~esents. his work ~ith his group The Year of the Ear, ha; gained
htm nattonal attentton.
The two extended pieces that were commissioned for 'Hersey's
A!~uquerque appearance are "The Question" and "New. Mexico
VtsJOns: Angels and Warriors, Earth Above the Sky." Tom

.4

1. PERSONALS

2.

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilizulion, abortion. Rigbt to ChOQSe.
294-0171.
04(27
PREGNANCY TESTING AND counseling. Phone
247-9819.
04(27
PASSPORT and IDENTIFICATION_ PHOTOS. 3
for $3.7S!I Lowest prices in townf Fast, pleasing,
near UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Glrard
Blvd. NE,
04/27
CDNTACTS711 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Cusey Optical Company. 265·8846.
04(27
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION Workshop: If
you are serious about l~:nrning film production, lhis
private "hands-on" workshop emphasizes access to
Bnd instruction with professional J6mm equipment
!0 photograph and edit your own short film. Gary
Doberman: 266-0863 afternoons/evenings,
OS/01
SPRING CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWE.ST. UNM's

YASHICA 135GX STOLEN, if found please return
to 124 Marron Hall. No questions asked.
tfln
LOST: BLACK LEGAL Notebook in SUB, 3/21.
Call 277·5656 a.m. Gayle.
lffn
FOUND: SILVER BRACELET, sel of keys,

Arts/Literary mas:[lzlne on sale now in Marron Hall
Rm. 105, UNM Bookslor< and on the Mall,$2,00.

04/27

DEB··THFRE'S ALWAYS Value House. Mom.
04/27

For Science Fiction you can'l find elsewhere, FULL

LOST & FOUND

SHARE QUIET VALLEY Home. Firepla<e, large

yard, etc, $130 covers

Chinese textbook, Biology Lnb Technique Research
notebook, wpoJ scarf, bl;)okbas, lined notebook.
Identify and claim In Biology main office.
·tfn
ALCARIO LOVATO: YOUR. I. D./Pass is In
Marron Hall Room IO!i, Come by and claim.
tfn
URGENT:. LOST aRIEFCASE. MaUer of passing

or failing. Sarrtsonite orange about five inches
I hick. Please call Greg, 345-1027.
0$102
FIND YOURSELF IN the Peace Corps,,277-5907 •
04(27

J
'

SERVICES

Studio. 265·33lS.

PHI ALPHA THBTA Meeting and elections,
History Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall, April 27,

TYPING ALL PHASES college work, accurate,
reasonable, fast. 344-.5446.
04/27

3:30pm.
04f27
MICROSCOPE WANTED BY freshman al IJNM
Mccl School. Prefer high eyc·J'Iolnt· oculars, 268~
5888 or 296-4006.
05(01
WILLIAM HERSCHEL··THE Incredible Hulk
nmy have some competition from your end of the
hnll.
04/27
NON-SMOKERS CI.U81897-0l31.
05(07
MOM, I'D RATHER sell pcndls on s1reet corners.·Dob,
04127
272: A REVIEW of UNM Creative Writing. $,25
ori sale today on the mall.
04/27
Tllll UNM PRE-HaALTH Professions Club will
hold a blood ·drive Fri. April 27 9:00am-4:00pm in
the SUB Ballroom. Please come und giye the gift of
life TODAY.
04/27
WANTED: AUTO STORAGE space in
Albuquerque during summer. Will pay SIS/mo.
($20 for garage). Call Larry 602-882-4324 (Tu~on)
collect (station call).
.
05/02
MINKY, BILLY, JIMMY and MIKEY-·You four
have hassled me so much that l feel that )'OU owe
me dinner at the restaurant of my c:hoice. Don't
you agree? Affettionatell' yours, Susan, the woman
of infinite patience and good will.
04/27
THE MALL BOOKSELLERS have a store! Bir·
dsong Books, Alternative Community Center,
Oirard & Central. Used paperbacks 1 hardbacks

COCHITI MOTORS. WE'LL fix or buy your
vehicle. 6804 Cochiti SE. 268-4071.
04/27
A.T.S. WANTS YOU lo take you to court! Tennis

ATTENTION MEN and WOMENII Professional
haircuts only 56.00 from Califurnia Concepts.
Eubank and Lamas, Mon. Apr.30. Benefit Amlaos

de Las Americas.

04127

THINK ABOUT THE Peace Corps. 277-5907.04/27
HELP I NEED HELP for Math finab? Tulorins for
Math 010, 020, 120 Is btins offered at Solfhr, 8534433 M·F 8-5, 296-1645 weekends.
04/27
"RUN FOR A CHILD" at 8:00am, Sun. Aprii29
at Kit Carson Park.
04/27
ASTROLOGY CHARTS BY professional. l"'deplh

psychological, vocational, medical analysis. Also
horoscopes for couples. 266-6374.
OS/02
DENTAL HYOIENISTS NOT only clean teeth-·
they wash cars! Sat. April 28th 10..5, Chevron
Siallon Wyomln!<lMenaul.
04/27
EXCITING RAFT TRIPS. Call 884·7825.
OS/07
OllAR MIKEY, YOU'VE bten mellow in the day,

you've sold vinyl discs al nisbf. All ace ad Sill[! wUI
miss you, as Frankie will ,flounder to find yout
replact-~ment. May your log !lheet ne\'er run low.
and your make--goods be few. LOve &: . kisses.
Jimmy, Minky, Biwee, Frankle and Deme.
04/27

GARDENING? START EASY. Custom rototilling
by appointment. Tim's Tilling. 268-6510.
04(21

special eight lessons--$25.00 evenings av811able.
lnslruction from profcssiomlls of national
promlnence. CaU: Inn Phillips 292-2298.
04/27
P_RIVATE PARKING ON camplls. Summer, Fall,
I979. $10/mo. 842-6567,
04/27
24 HOUR SERVICE • TYPING. 255-9426 or 84f.:
1383.
07f26
TYPING-TERM PAPERS typed. Reasonable
price. 299·3598.
04/27
05f01
TYPING: 2664567.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE, ACUPRE.SSURE,

reflexology. Relax during exams, 266-6374.

05/02
QUALITY TYPING AT home•. IBM Selectric 11.
$.15 a page. Call268-7002, 294-8569,
05(01
OUITAR LESSONS: THROUGH Summer, from
UNM Graduate guitar majot. 266-7294.
05/07

4. HOUSING
THE CITADEL.. SUPERB location near UNM &
downtown. GdOd bus servlce everY 30 minutes. 1
bedroom or efnciency, $185-5230. All utilities paid.
Dehixe kitchen whh dishwasher & disPosal,
recreation room, swimmina pool, TV room &
laundry~

Adult complex~ no pets. 1520 Uni'o'ersity

NE, 243·2494',
04/27
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, ·
one block to UNM, S200. Virsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268.052.5.
04f27
HOUSE ACROSS FROM UNM, 3.bdr., 3 baths,
study, fireplace, 1740sq,ft. $67,500. Ph.255-7964.
04/27
NOB HILL MOTEL. Reasonable daily and weekly
rates. 3712 Central SE near UNM. Phone~5-3172.
04/27
ROOMMATE MALE/FEMALE, share two
bedroom house 3 ~ blocks from UNM; SllO plus
04/26
utilities. Ernest, 1142-9879.
ROOMMATE WANTED, SHARE Jbdr. homo 1
mife from UNM, quiet, non~smoker. SJ3$/Jrionth t
!.1 utililies. Jon, 266.9509.
04/26
ROOM FOR RENT on campus. Utilities paid.

Parkina:; kitc:hen privileges. Women only,. 5130.
256-9373.
04127
CAMPUS BARGAIN, SPOTLESS I btdroom

;~~1D**flMf011ftf(YI*fttf>WB•u.mo'J:
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1968 MERCl)RY COUGAR·.. good condition--but
needs some work. Call 243-7387 or 266-~ 75 ,

GAS SAVER BATAVUS Moped, accessories. $380.
04127
242·1986.
•
1~ Z28, HAS most cveryllli~Jg, PB, AC, AT, power

wmdows, ppwer doot locks, cQn~ole, AM-FM
[adio, many oth_er Ol;)tiOJ)S, )OW mileage, low price.
Call 296-0279 or evenings 298·6966.
04(27
REASONABLY PRICED BICYCLE PARTS and
ae~es!iories. Thorn-rcsi~tant tubes $2,75. Lower
pnces to members, Complete repair facililles which
members may use for 51.50 per hour. Instruction
available, Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106 Girard SE,
Room 117, 265·5170.
05(01
1~6 CJ ..J60 HONDA. 4,500 mlles 1 .. dult driven.
L1ke new, 5690. Call after S:OOpmj-821-8328. 04/27
. MOVING SALE. ENTIRE conteniS of house muS!
8°• Furniture, ~lants, kitchen wares, clothing, and ·
more. 219Vi Prm~eton SE, April28 and 29, 10am.
Cash only.
04f27
FOR SALE: 15 .$peed Jand Technics turntable, 2774881
'
05/02

~~·

1

1:

PROGRAMER WANTED

Knowledge of Cobal, ·Basic or Fortran.
Part-time, flexible hours.
Call345-4665 or write Petrograph,
2300 Candelaria, Alb. N.M. 87107

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Dutch artist
5 Brews
91nlet
14 Shrub
15 Confined
16 Bast fiber:
Var.
17 Private eye
19 Clears
20 Join in
21 Still
23 Poker term
24Connle27 Hammer
part
29 Reel in
31 Entertains
35 Taxi
37 Light parody
39 Houston
ballplayer
40 Burden
42 Detecting
device
44 Wicked
45 Guardian
spirit
47Whole
49 Simian
50 Endured
52 French
painter
5'4 Orioles or
Blue Jays
56 Cigars.

59 Flunk

62 Blemish
64 Factory
65 Wrinkled
67 Mounts;

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle..Solved:

~words

70 Debate
71 Oil: Prefix
72 Vegetable:
Var.
73 Teary
74 Sever
75Views
DOWN
1 Hell
2 Regarding
3 Street cleaner's foes
4 Garment
part
5 Fitting
&Wreath
7 Deadly sin
BSoak
9To and10 Orientals
11 Presage
12 Lease
'13 -,demand
dose
18 Ships' com. plements
22 Asian holiday
25 Bites
26 Nose

New Mexico

-

~

·'J
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72 YAMAHA IOOCC Twin, $215, 63 Dodge, 6
cylinders. $280. 265·5467 afler 4:00,
04(27
1973 IMPALA, NEW tires, excellent condition.
$1,800, 277-2554, 296-8064.
0~/07
1967 MERC, 390 engine; Excellent condiiiOn. 8424177 after 6 p.m., as~ for Tif11,
OS/07 ·
LEITCH GUITAR, CLASSICAL. ~ceptional
sound. $425,00. 842-6609,
05<07
FREE COLLIE·CROSS puppies, 6 wks. old with

.

·~

beautiful markings. Need good home. 268·1625.
04(21
HF.AVY DUTY ELECTRIC typewriter. 13·inch
~arriage. Elite type, $200. 266-~5 after 6:00p.m.
•
04/27
1978 FIAT SPIDER convertible. Many extras
16,000 miles. $6500. 256·0865,
05(01
1?75 YAMAHA 350CC s1rec1 bike. Oood con·
dition. $500.00. Call 345.0546 after 6:00pm. 05/07
16MM PATHE MOVIE Camera with 17·85 Ber·
thio~ zoom (ells and tripod. Retail value $920. Will
sell for $495 cash. Bell & Howell projector $32S:
Call 883-4904,
.
04f27
197S YAMAHA 350. Low mileage. Call Marcus
04/27
after 8!00pm. 266-1823.
SPECIALTY CAKES! FEATURING Cookie
Monster, Mickey Mouse. Pink Panther, Bat·Man,
superman, and gradua1ion cakes. RCasonabl)'
pnced. For more Information call 268·6250
anytime:
05f07

6.

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER JOBS, NOW! World cruisers! Pleasure
boats! No experience! Good ~ayl Carrlbean,
Hawaii, World! Send $3.95 for application and
~irect referrals to SEAWORLD OZ. Bo" 60129,
Sacramcnlo, CA 95860.
04127

JOBS! LAKE TAHOE, Calif! Fantastic tipsl
$1,700-$4,000 .summer! Thousands sdll needed.
Casinos, Restaurants, Ranchesj Cruisers. Send·
$3.95 for applicalionfinfo. to LAKEWORI.D DZ,
Box 60129, Sacto., CA 95860.
04(27
OVERSEAS JOBS • SUMMERfycar' round.
Europe. S. America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields.
$500·$1,200 monthly. expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free info ~ wrhe; IJC, Bo" S2-NB, Corona Del
. Mar, CA 92625,
04/27 •

Franczyk, Ct.U. 883·5360.
04/27
LOVE BOATS WANT You. Exciting careers or

summer jobs, worldwide travel. For details rush

$1.00: Cruiseshlps Intc;rnationat~ Box 530188,
Miami Shores, Fla. 33153.
04/27

WE'RE LOOKINO FOR mature college students,
slngte or married, who would enjoy a summer of
selling: at any of Bow}ln's Tradins Posts in New
Mexico. L'tvin;' quarters are available at store
locations~ Jobs available as early as May 12 and as
late as June 101h: Please conlact David Raybould,

51 Dike
53 Arctic
abodes
55 Superior
57- nous: Fr.
phrase
58 Arcades
59 Crack ·
60 Yorkshire
river
61 "Picnic"
author
63 Control
66 African ruler
68 Males
69 Pea holder

•

'

j

Wednesday, May 2, 1979

PART-TIME JOB~ Sales, flexible hours, good pay,
Possible full-tin1e during summer, Call: Phil

l!B Eon
30 Giver
32 - ..;__ with:
Disagreeing
33 Journey
34 Filet of35 Anthracite,
e.g.
36 Ms. Pavlova
38 Dooms
41 Square an
account:
2 words
43 Rave
46 Robert E. 48 Nooses

L-ttday's LOfJO will
be the last issue until
the first. week of June.

DAILY

266-5985.
05/07
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Peace Corps. 211·5907.
04/27'
FUN-LOVING, likes working with children; likes
being in. outdoors. YWCA DAY CAMP, ManZano
Mins. hiring for summer prOgrams. Men. women,

camp counselors. recreation leaders. Arts/Crafcs,
sports, outdoor liviD& skills specialists. Call 247..
. 8841.
05(07
DELIVERY PERSON-MIJST have own oar. Neat

appearance. Apply at Carrara's Restaurant, 108
VIISSar SE.
, 05/07
COLLEGE STUDENTS • DO you want an interesiing summer job? Positions are open for the
Chaparral Girl scout Council summer tamp in the
Jemet Mountains. Applications arc being accepted

for yauth caunselors, dishwashers, nurse and
handyman. Please call 243·9S8t (or furlhet deutlls •

br to arrange for an inlerview.

04/27

PART·TIME JOB sraduale students only,
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and. SatUrday nights. Must be 2.1 yca,rs old.
Apply in person; no phone calls ple~e. Saveway
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE1 S516 Menaul NE.

---'-~-----'-----06/28

7•. TRAVEL
NEED A PAS51!NGER to htlp .with travel C••
penses? Advertise In the DAILY LOBO classified

section

·

t rn

8. MISCELLANEOUS
NEW WATEkBED. $109.9$ buys you I) dark

W~lnut~Siained floOt frame,

Jap seam

liner, 3) finest
three year
04/27

John Redhouse, principal organizer of last weekend's Mt. Taylor action,. 5aid · approximately 500-600 people attended the three-day
gathering. A counter demonstration pr()motlng nuclear power. and.

uranium mining attracted about ~.000 persons to nearby. Gr11nts, the selfproclaimed "uranium capital of the world."

demon.strate
NUclear groups
..

•

'

mhteral belt are projected to last for 30 Public Service CQ. of New Mexic(l and
years," he said.. "The only thing that the U.S. Department of Energy~
. Phil Woods, spokesperson for
dictates the future of nuclear power is the
Westinghouse
Corp., said the amount of
cost: At . what point does it become
radiation released after the recent accident
uneconomical?" ; .
•
at tbrt¢ Mile .Island nuclear re;!CtOl' ~
hnped~. thi~ .{tl,t,: •. ~ra.nium. mitiing) in-.· , A rep<i'rter. (or..:'ibe'i;lrants newspaper, Hanisbur;, Penn;, was less tltan the·
dustry," he. said. •<we .bave to ·make sure Barbara Beattie, said ·because ·Grants Is a amount a person. receives from living in
uranium mining · "·boom camp" · it has
we don't turn off nuclear power."'
New Mexico.
• Schmitt wa·s well .received by the· different . attitudes and problems than
J'Nuclear power is still the safest and
"boom-town" crowd, which· was other communities.
· "There's a certain amount ·of ~leanest source of energy," he said. His
mobilized by a local pro-nuclear group,
employer is the largest producer of
the Energy Association of Taxpayers: Led protection here from outside probing," nuclear reactors in the world.by local uranium businessman Ignacio she said. "We protect our own."
"In general, if you look, at the inShe said the crinie and alcoholism rates
Salazar, EAT was'formed to combat what
dustry's
safety record, no one has been.
some Grants' sidents see as .misun- were "very high" in Grants because of its killed or injured from. a reactor ac- derstandings and distortions about nuclear boom-town nature.
Ms. Beattie said if there 'is an anti- cident."
power which are being spread by ennuclear person in. Grants, she has not met · Nuclear weapons engineer Lary
vironmentalists, lawyers and the federal
him. ·"You just don't find people who McGrew represented the Rocky Flats
g(IVernment.
nuclear weapons plant near Denver.
Grants major E. M. Wells, whos1= city knock their own livelihood,'.'
"Grants-is important for nuclear energy
The EAT-sponsored festivities included
was chosen as ari "energy conscious
free food, pro-nuclear speakers and because of the energy packages we need in
community" by the state Energy and
technological
displays · from companies the -military-which are more important
Minerals· Department, said more than 90
than our nuclear power facUities, be said.
percent of the 15,000 residents of Grants invovled in nuclellf power.
"We'r.e not using this energy-we're
SpeJikers included representatives from
are involved, direc~ly or indirectly, in
Westinghouse, Los Alamos Lab, Rocky just holding ·it as a strong arm of
uranium mining.
deterrence against aggressors and bullies!'
"Proven uranium reserves in the Grants flats· Weapons Facility in. Colorado,

Grants residents promote
pro-nqclear'energy' day
Grants, N.M., the self-proclaimed
"tfranium ·capitaJ of the World,"
received some ·good news from U,S. Sen.
Harrison Schmitt last weekend.
Speaking to a crowd of about 2,000
persons gathered at Grants High School
as part of pro-nuclear "Energy Day"
festivities, Schmitt said New Mexico ·
uranium mining and milling should be
freed from the "deep freeze" imposed
by national and regional environmental
·impact statements if the economy of the:
state is-to survive.
Condemnifig an anti-mining suit that .
was brought against the federal government by a coalition of Indians and environiilentalists, ·the Republican senator
(rom Silver City .said he is considering
. legislation to exempt uranium mining and
milling from su!=h environmental
statements. .
"We can't afford humanistically to

Nuclear dangers cited
at .Mt. Taylor protest

Not only do these tailings piles con· G~:~theted· in the. shadow of 10,000-foot mining 'and milling on reservation and
taminate surrounding air and water, but ·
Mt. ·Taylor, less than· a mile from Gulf Pueblo lands.
, .
Oil Corporation's · uranium exploration
John Redhouse, the principal coor- they are frequently .used as construction
matetial ·for native peqpJe's housing, she
site, a vocal segment of New Mexico's dinator of the protest, saicl it was an
'
Indian po,pulation joined with Chica!IO at~empt to form inter-tribaf unity to said.
Dr. Wald, who was awarded a Nobel.
in oppose. ''the genocide and rape" of Mt.
and
white environmentalists
prize in 1967 for physiology, rece_ived a
denouncing the. "rape" · of the sacred .. Taylor.
.
standing
ovation after his discourse on the .
·
.Gulf Oil is sinking two half·mile-deep
mountain:
philosophy of multi-national corporations
The three-day protest attracted a mine shafts into the side of Mt, Taylor. it
and the "life•threatening" quality of
fluctuating crowd of between 350 to 600 is centrally located in an area believed to
pe~sons, many of whom camped at the ·contain ofi·e of the largest uranium nuclear power.
''The · knee-jerk ·corporate response to
site..
·
inineralizatiin1 beds in tlte world.
the thought of industrial hazards is to
Entertainers Jacksoll· Browne ·and
''The· entire nuclear industry is profit·
fight tooth and nail against inspection,
Bonnie Raitt flew in to support the ac~ motivated," said' . Redhouse. "Human
environmental standards, ,any efforts to
tion, as did Boston physician Dr. Helen safety is secondary to the profit motive."
clean up shop," the biologist said.
Caldicott and Nobel laure~te Dr. George
"Economics come and go - the en"It's just recently been revealed that
·
Watd.
.
vironment will pe with us forever.''.
the ..,.tast 'father-figure'· in American
indians from the Southwest were joined
Dr. - Caldicott linked the tndi\lns of
politics ·~ "Ike" Eisenhower - told his
py Native Americans from Washington America with the Aborigines of Australia
advisers to ~keep the public confused
State, Utah, the Great .Lakes area, ~ both indigen6u,s groups whose
about the government's nuclear weapons
Canada and South Dakota, all of whom existence, she said; ·is threat, .J by. ex- .
testing in Nevada during the 'SOs/'.
s1>oke of "explt1itive'' and "desecrating" ploitive corp-orate practices such as
This, Wald .said, was one example of·
uranium mining in their respective areas.uranium mining.
government's means of public control The action was organized by the
She condemmed one n,artipular aspect
confusion. ,, ·
American' Indian Environmental Council, of urani-um mining - · the leftover
. Jojo Rege, a member of UNM ·Citizens
a coalition' of Navajo, Laguna and- .deposits of radioactive mine 'tailings/ .;__
· Against Nuclear- Thteats, a 8J'OUP :Which
Ac.oma Indians who oppose uranium as "absolutely, medically criminal."
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Sekai, Fuji,Azul<l· 3~ 5, 10, 12, Speeds

ALL MOPEDS- 5% Above Cost
.ie ·~
~- 1718Central SE • 243·9630 • Behind Okies
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FOR SALE

$SOO.OO or VW of comparable value.
tfln
LEICA M3; 50MM F2 Sumicron. Recent factory
overhaul and conversion to single stroke. $350 or
best offer. 262-0379 evenings and weekends. tf/n
1978 FORD MUSTANG. AM·FM cassello, fold
down •rear seat, radials, Excellent coildition.
.$3,850.00. Please call266-6475 afier 5:00pm, tf/n
GRAND OPENING SALE. LaFama India lmpor!s
no~ at the SUB. Free s.;arf with purchase of $8 or
more 'till May 5
05107

lf/n

modern furnishin&s. quiel privacy~ Sss. 262·1751:
Valley Rentals, S35 fee.
04/27
ROOMMATE WANTED··SUMMER lerm·-M or
F, Sl25/mo.. Downtown. 247·9280, Mark.
04/27
NOW A IOPCT. Student Dbcounl at Foxy
CUSTOMIZED 3 BEDROOM, AIR, new paint
Ren~tions Uni·Sex Hair De!lign across. (rom UNM.
panelling, tots af storage, $175. 262·1731, VaneY
2000 Central SE. Call842-8300.
05(07
Rentals, $35 fee.
'
04121
THERE'S A DIFFERENCE bttween loneliness and
WANTE.D,, FURNISHED HOUSE and/or apar·
·belns alone. Want to talk? Call us, AGORA, 277tment l1stmgs for summer emp1o)'e:Cs ·(college
3013, 24 hours, ·
04r27
professors arul ·graduate students) Who will be
HAPPY 7TH BIRTHDAY Russell Jon ... Love,
arriving during May and June and Ieavins in
Mummie.
04/27 · August to early Septembtr. Please call 264-ISS9,
LORI: BE.ST WISHE.S on your Jburnallsm career- Sandia Laboratories.
04/27
Happy Birthday May lOth. You're one New Yorker FINELY FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM, near buses
this New Mexican will never forsea. and will always stio~plns. private yard,- $100. 262-17S1, Valley
love. You're the best! Take care, Surishine, Jesse.
Rentals S35 fee.
04/21
04/27
DE-CLAWED RATS, FREE to •ood .home. Sligh! FEMALE roommate wanted tO share apariment
•
near UNM. STUDENT PLEASE. $100/mnth. 1.43·
J]erSoriality warpage from PsyCh experiment. DoriS, 340l.
0~/M
881·4!170. No
. 04/27 FEMALE TO SHARE)Wo btdroom house, $100.00
. snake owners. . .· · •
~OM INICK, I STILL love Yoll. Jusl s•ve me some
plus utilities. call 242·7586 afl<r 6:00pm. • 04/27
lime.
Dev.
04/27 LEAVING
.
··
·
FOR THE summer? Need. ·honest
TWINKL~ TOES PAUL, you know the moves in reliable, well-recommended person to houseslt? Cali
~~ncc-·what other moves do. you know~ B.D. 04f27 1',J, 277-4280.
•
OS/01

:!1

5.

e:dlloria~ system. Technical, general, legal, medicai,

CASH 1>aid for used women's clothing··current
styles. 2123 San Mateo NE. (Behind RAG SHOP).
04f27
Tues. thru Sal. IOam·lpm. 268·2823.

05/07

Available June

rsa, Mike, eves. 877-5939.
0~(01
ROOMMATE FEMALE ORAD share two
be~room apt. C!:lrlisle-Gjbson. $92,50 partial
utilities. 268-S287.
04/27

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
now "3 ·minute Passport Photos, No appointment.
268 •85 15. We do keys.
tf/n
QA TYPINO SERVICE. A complete typing and
scholasuc. Charts & tables. 34~·2125.
05/07
GUITAR LE.SSONS: ALL styles, Marc'• Guitar

'

~vr:rylhing.

9

Guralnick, who inititated the arrangement of Hersey's concert' h~re,
and was also a tenor saxophonist for The Year of tl:)e Bar, said that
Hersey began writing the two pieces while visiting New MeXico last
summer.
"Oceans" ·is a piece written for 12 trumpets, arranged spatially in
choirs of four throughout the hall, plus a rhythm section and solo
tenor saxophone. Guralnick said the trumpet piece fulfills two
purposes: "It explores the possibilities of color and sound in this
family of instruments, both traditionally and untraditionally, and
also it was written for a specific soloist." Guralnick is the tenor
saxophonist that Hersey had in mind for the piece.
.The second piece, "New Mexico Visions: Angels and Warriors,
.Earth Above the Sky," was scored for 5 trumpets, 4 trombones,
· tuba, 5 reeds, guitar, bass, drums and piano. G11ralnick said that
Hersey's pieces are "visual-like impressions," and this work was
Hersey's impression of New Mexico from his visit her~ last ·summer.

--------------

CIRCLE BOOKS, 13~ Harvard SE, 10-6 M-F, 12·5
Sat.
04f27

children's books.

i,

!
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helped organize the action, said several
uranium miners of .Chicano and Indian
background particiapted quietly in the
conference. "This was very encouraging
·to us," she said.
As far as she knew, Ms. R:ege said,
none of the Mt. Taylor activists had
entered Grants· to expound on the antiuranium· philosophy.
,
·
"We specifically advised people not to
go into Grants," she saidJ· "It's a heavy.
time ~ normally you :can't even go into
Grants with an anti-nuclear bui_Jiper
sticker on your car.
·
·
'"Uranium Kills in the. Mines. and
Mills' ...... something like that on your car
can get you run qff the road .there.'!
Itt pre-weekend negotiations, the Mt.
Taylor· organizers· and the Orants police
agreed to remain strictly separated, to
preclude any possibility of violence.

· Stories and photO
by B~ll Robertson.
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